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"ALAS, a generation will arise that knows not Joseph, and we with former
editors will be consigned ere long to the limbo of oblivIOn, for it is one of the
merits of the" Shirburnian " that it is ld:f(T1roTO~ in that the name of its Editor
is not handed down to posterity. In the paper itself every member of the School
ought to take a peculiar pride, considering that it is one of the oldest of public
school magazines; let us try, therefore, and make it such a paper as will put our
enemies to perpetual shame. This result, however, cannot be attained, unless the
School realises their duty towards the" Shirburnian," and acts up to it. There are
even at the present time some unpatriotic persons in the School who actually
refuse to buy the numbers as they come out! But we must draw a veil over such
a harrowing scene, and bring this article of ours to an end. It is with a feeling of
something like sadness that we think this is the last time our fingers shall hold the
fabled editorial pen, for although our labour has been great, it has been a labour
of love."

A quotation from the Editorial of fifty years ago, gentlemen! Moral, do not
believe in progress, it is a fickle god! We leave this spur to future Editors, wishing
them every success, trusting in their ability to rouse each generation by new
spurs, new whips of divine discontent. Floreant!

You see we do not preach you a leaving sermon nor do we offer you congra
tulations for an admittedly fine response to our appeal. We preach instead a
spirit of" discontent," andcriticism without which nothing worth while can be
accomplished.
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Fifty years ago a " new" Shirburnian, five years ago a " new" Shirburnian,
both inspired by dissatisfied Editors. And la !as soon as we became contented and
thought everything perfect, our inspiration stagnated and the old fire of new
invention dried into routine.

We created this "Shirburnian" from that attitude of conservatism, and
spurred by discontent again gave the School something new. It is our very earnest
wish that each succeeding Editor should have a definite policy of his own, and
initiate as many changes (within the present size and format) as he possibly can.
Only so can we re-create each year the enthusiasm of the beginning. Evolve new
features, print photographs from new angles, be critical and be content only with
those traditions you know to be tried by many years.

For others may count it disloyal to attack certain customs, but secure in
your beliefs, do not be afraid to speak openly. All thought is bound to be revolu
tionary, else it is sentiment or stagnation.

" And if you are to be critical," I can see my descendants of the Editorial
pen saying, " we cannot afford to be loyal to traditions." That is mistaken, but
easily understandable in the present super-structure of custom.

For custom masquerades to-day under the name of tradition. Custom we
regard as the personal whimsies of one man or small group of men interested in
anything because of their personal opinions. They have their place.

And what is tradition? It is never created by one man. It evolves slowly
through generations and once torn away the whole fabric is going to crumble very
quickly. No one can say for certain what it is, but it is not man-made, though
men are bound up in it and fulfil it. Of such, examples are our royal and religious
foundation, the tradition of the House Rugger Finals (none being younger than 40
years old), the School Magazine, which was founded in 1859. Add to these by
divine discontent and you re-create their old inspiration. Abolish their essentials
and you tread the path of selfishness, sentiment, all the glorification of false
gods which lead to ruin.

And now to pleasanter themes. We have, I rejoice to say, three beacons of
this School idea present to-day. We have this Magazine which, with the magni
ficent response of the School, has become worthily representative of it. Note
We are sorry that everything received cannot be printed. Expense forbids. But
do not be discouraged, for that alone and not malicious editing is the only censor.

Then we have two figures who represent the same ideal in their own ways.
I have often had occasion to cross nibs with Mr. Eperson, and it seems insulting
to shower bouquets only when he is leaving. But this, nevertheless, is intended to
be a tribute to one who, by untiring efforts in every sphere of life, spiritual and
temporal, has made the School his debtor.
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For the multifarious duties of School Chaplain and Maths. master have not
been the only activities of this truly practically Christian man. He has been the
founder and the mainstay of many societies-the Gardening, the Gramophone, the
Archaeological, the Cinema and his last act, the new Chess Club. If to be personal
is not to be priggish the present editor owes his love of music to the many records
of the Gramophone Society and the Sunday afternoons at Tantallon. And perhaps
more than all we owe Mr. Eperson a debt for his invaluable and constant help in
the Choir and Musical Society in both of which (and once,' to the delight of the
school, in 'The Gondoliers ') his fine tenor voice has been indispensable. ' Take a
pair of sparkling eyes' became a popular song with the school at once. For that
service to the school which is all too infrequent and all too basely rewarded, we
thank him and wish him success in the future.

Of Arthur Scott I can say no more than that he is a tradition. It seems as
hard to part with him as it does with the Abbey. For they are both institutions
of a very necessary sort-the sort that opens the closed doors of local feeling into
a more lasting tradition of unity.

N.B.-The Editors would like to say that the very considerable increase in
the cost and postage of the "Shirburnian " is inevitable if the paper is to be
produced on the present scale. The price of three termly numbers is now more
than that of the five numbers formerly published per annum, owing to its size
and the number of photographs. The Editors would add that the financial side
of the "Shirburnian" would be greatly eased if more O.SS. would take it
regularly. At present the circulation among the O.SS. is very limited and to
remedy this order forms for leavers are being enclosed in this term's "Shir
burnians." Even if you do not consider the" Shirburnian " worth 7/6 (approx.)
per annum, the Editors would point out that you will at least be facilitating the
production of a really first-class magazine, and you may be sure that future Editors
and members of the School will not fail to show their sincere appreciation.
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SCHOOL NOTES.
~CHOOL OFFICERS.

R. F. S. CHIGNELL (h).
R. F. S. CHIGNELL (h).
M. R. GEAKE (b).
P. W. M. BURT (c).
H. W. KING (b).
A. G. DICK (a).
R. B. MARSHALL (d).
J. H. CANDLER (b).
A. D. SHIRREFF (g).
A. J.WEATHERHEAD (1).
P. S. D. GRIFFIN (g).
A. L. A. TASKER (g).
R. F. S. CHIGNELL (h).
R. F. S. CHIGNELL (h).
H. W. KING (b).
S. J. H. DURNFORD (a).
R. B. MARSHALL (d).
R. F. S. CHIGNELL (h).
M. G. CARDEW (a).
J. H. CANDLER (b).

Games Editor
Captain of Tennis
Captain of Swimming

Head of the School
School Prefects ...

Captain of Cricket
Captain of Fives
Captain of Shooting
Editors of the " Shirburnian "

VALETE.

SCHOOL HouSE (a).

M. B. PEAcoCK-came 19333 , VI (iii). House Prefect, 2nd XV (1937), P.T. Instructor, Sgt.
in O.C.T. To Trinity College, Oxford.

H. SASsoON--came 19341, VI (ii), House Prefect, 2nd XV (1936-7), P.T. Instructor with
Badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., Member of Duffers. To Merton College, Oxford.

R. T. BLAIKIE-came 19343, V (iii).

PARRY-JONES' (b).

H. P. WILLIAMs-came 19333, V (iv.), House Prefect, 1st XV, 1936-37, 2nd XI 1937,
Sergeant in O.T.C., Gym. Squad 1936-37, 1st Class, P.T. Instructor with Badge.

D. H. DAMMERs-came 19342, V (A.C.), 1st XV 1936-37, Gym. Squad (1936-37). To Fleet
Air Arm.

R. A. KORMAN-WALKER-came 19342, V (A.C.), Lance-Corporal in a.T.C.

HEYS (c).

D. L. LEwER--came 19333, IV E.), House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Corporal in a.T.C.
P. B. GIBBs-came 19361, IV (D).
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ELDERTON'S (j).

A. D. B. BULMER-came 19331,VI (iii), School Prefect, Head of Elderton's, 1st XV (1936-7) ,
P.T. Instructor with Badge, Sergeant in a.T.c., Member of Duffers, 1st Class Gym., Gym. Squad
(1935-36-37, Captain 1937). To Royal Agricultural College, Cirencester.

]. A. GIBB-came 19331 VI (iv), House Prefect, Corporal in a.T.C., P.T. Instructor.

G. P. BULMER-came 19341, VI (A.C.), House Prefect, XXX Blazer (1936), 3rd XI (1936-37),
Sergeant in a.T.c., P.T. Instructor, 1st Class Gym., Gym. Squad (1936-37). To H.M.S. Erebus.

B. LEEs-came 19333, V (iv), St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

1. P. TODD-came 19352, V (iii) , St. Bartholomew's Hospital.

BARLOW'S (d).

W. D. LL WATKINs-came 19333 (d), Group nI, Army Class VI, House Prefect, 2nd XV
1937 Corporal a.T.C., P.T. Instructor, Hon. Sec. Ben Davis Society. To Paymaster Cadetship.

T. A. PANTER-came 19343, Group n, V.

Ross's (g).
Omitted from last number.

R.]. C. ATKINsoN-came 19333, VI (i), House Prefect, P.T. Instructor, Sergeant in O.T.C.
Member of Duffers. To Magdalen College, Oxford.

Easter, 1938.

L. A. B. PILKINGTON-Came 19333, VI (iii), School Prefect, Head of Ross', 2nd XI (1937),
School Fives and Squash (1935-36-37-38), P.T. Instructor with Badge, Sergeant in O.T.C., J\Iember
of Duffers. To Trinity, Cambridge.

M. A. R. COLLINs-came 19332, VI (A.C.), House Prefect, 1st XV (1937), 1st XI Hockey
(1938), 3rd XI Cricket (1937), P.T. Instructor with Badge, Sergeant in a.T.C. To Clare College,
Cambridge.

G. H. VELLAcoTT-came 19341, VI (iii), House Prefect, 2nd XV (1937), Tennis VI (1937),
School Boxing (1937-38), P.T. Instructor, Sergeant in a.T.C. To London University.

M. E. MOssMAN-came 19352, VI (iii).

THOMPsON's (h).

]. M. KAv-came 19343, VI (iii), Member of Eclectics, )'Iember of Duffers. To Trinity Hall,
Cambridge.
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SCHOOL NEWS.
Congratulations to the following on being presented with School Colours :-

May 24th. S. F. St. M. Williams (a).

June 4th. D. F. Ricketts (g).
P. S. D. Griffin (g).

1ST XI COLOURS.

March 21st. G. W. L. Courtenay.

March 30th. K. W. R. Smale.
M. M. C. Clark.

P. G. A. lrvine.

C. E. W. Henderson.
R. F. G. Lilley.
R. F. S. Chignell.

A. L. A. Tasker (g).
H. J. C. Bashford (c).

1. Henderson (h).
F. A. Coombe (f).

G. W. L. Courtenay (a).

M. R. G. Earls-Davis (a).

P. H. Humphreys (a).

June 14th.

June 25th.

June 29th.

June 4th.

May 24th.

March 21st.

March 30th.

May 24th.

May 28th.

July 2nd.

July 5th.

P. S. D. Griffin (g).
P. H. Humphreys (a).

M. R. Geake (b).
P. M. Stevenson (b).
P. G. A. Irvine (b).

R. N. Chignell (h).
D. E. Ellis (g).

T. L. Brayne (a).

2ND XI COLOURS.

May 24th. G. W. L. Courtenay (a).

May 28th. M. R. G. Earls-Davis (a).
H. L. Watson (b).

July 2nd. F. E. Slingsby (a).

July 5th. R. H. Leslie-Jones (b).

COLTS CAPS.

June 25th. Gardner (f).
Bethell. R. A. (d).
Carrington (b).
Deshon (a).

July 2nd. Hudson (d).

June 25th. Evans, J. L. T. (g).
Graham (a).
Way (g).

June 1st. S. J. H. Durnford.

VIII.

June 1st. J. S. Streeter.

SCHOOL NOTES.

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. Thompson on their marriage.

Congratulations to Mr. C. K. Yeates on being made a Fellow of the Royal Photographic
Society.

We offer out best wishes to Mr. Eperson. who is leaving this term for the living of
Charminster. An appreciation of his services is elsewhere.
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Among other famous people leaving, too, we would mention Mr. Arthur Scott, School Custos
for 56 years, and the present Editors, R. B. Marshall (d), and S. J. H. Durnford (a). who wish
their successors, and Sergeant-Major Norton every success.

Mr. Green has been promoted Captain.

Commemoration was celebrated on Saturday and Sunday, June 18th and 19th. Preacher:
The Right Rev. The Lord Bishop of Liverpool. Mr. John Murray, Principal of the University
College of Exter, presented the prizes. Report elsewhere. Alterations were made in the times
of morning and evening Chapel on Sunday to avail themselves of the sun, to be found at the
seaside,

Despite the intrusion of the Editor into the cast, the illness of A. 1. lnchbald (g) on the
second night, and the heat, "Twelfth Night" producer, Mr. O'Hanlon, Decor by Mr. Watkins,
scenes and lighting C. W. King-Church (a) and friends (a), starring Mr. Thompson, Mr. Randolph
and Miss Cox, achieved great success on both nights at Commemoration.

Progress, announced the Headmaster at Commemoration, is to strike Sherborne forcibly
next term in the form of Rover Scouts, under Mr. King, and modelling and sculpture classes,
nnder Mr. L. Davies.

Thanks to the generosity of Mr. W. J. Bensly, O.S., and many Old Shirburnians, the School
House Dining Hall has been enriched by new oak tables.

Four members of the School :-S. J. H. Durnford (a), E. A. Skinner (b), G. B. Hewitt (a)
and C. T. Sunshall (c), attended the 10 days' course at the Army School of P.T., Aldershot, last
holidays-account elsewhere.

Forty members of the School represented Sherborne at Salisbury Cathedral Celebrations on
St. Aldhelm's Day, this term.

A Fete and Dutch Market, held in the Pageant Gardens, on \Vednesday and Thursday,
June 22nd and 23rd, was warmly supported and partly run by the School, each House having
a Stall. Various members won trophies-including a pig, a bicycle and a fountain-pen, the
Headmaster bowled a pretty skittle and Mr. O'Hanlon was observed chastising Mr. Yeates
and Mr. Holmes with tennis-balls and going down the Chute with his umbrella up.

The experiment has been tried this term of using the wireless as a means of education
the History Vlth being removed from their draughts to hear experts on political science every
Friday afternoon in the Big Schoolroom.

The following have preached in Chapel up to the time of printing :-lIIr. Field, The Rev.
R. M. Chadwick, H. L. Puxley, Esq., The Very Rev. The Dean of Winchester, lIIr. O'Hanlon,
The Rev. M. J. T. Stephens (0.5.), The Bishop of Liverpool (at Commemoration in the Abbey),
The Headmaster, The Rev. J. Nankivell. If one may be so bold, this term has heard sermons
of a higher standard than any for some years.
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o.S. NEWS.

THE SHIRBURNIAN

(Note.-Our apologies for the frequently scanty nature of this page must be tempered by our
complaints that O.S's. are too reticent about themselves).

GENERAL.

V. D. CARSE (b, 1927-30) has been appointed to the RB.C. staff for training as an announcer.
He was a square-rig apprentice in the S.S. " Archibald Russell," and in 1933 and 1934 he served
as an A.B. in R.R.S. " Discovery n," on a voyage to the Antarctic. Later he became a member
of the British Graham Land Expedition which spent two-and-a-half years surveying the coast
to the South and South-west of the Graham Land peninsula.

ARMY.

CAPTAIN F. G. A. PARSONS (a, 1914-23) of the Royall"orthumber1and Fusiliers, and CAPTAIN
T. L. BINNEY (a, 1917-23) of the Cameronians, have been nominated to the Staff College, Cam
berley, for the course beginning in 1939.

MAJOR-GENERAL G. C. WILLIAMS, C.B., C.M.G., D.S.O. (Wilson's, 1895-98) has been promoted
General Officer Commanding-in-Chief of the Eastern Command.

CAPTAIN G. E. R. BASTIN (b, 1917-21), Royal Artillery, and CAPTAIN O. G. \VOODHOUSE
(a, 1915-19), The Queen's Own Royal West Kent Regiment, graduated at the Staff College,
Camberley, at the course which ended last December.

UNIVERSITIES.

A. H. CAMPBELL (a, 1932-37), obtained First-class Honours in Part I of the Modern Language
Tripos.

R. A. HIGGINS (h, 1930-35), First-class Honours in Part n of the Classical Tripos; and
A. J. C. CROCKER (a, 1932-37) a First in History in the May Examinations at Cambridge this June.

ENGAGEMENT.

J. E. D. LOBB and MISS A. M. DE C. REEVE. The engagement is announced between J ames
Ernest Douglas (d, 1930-32), younger son of the late Eric St. John Lobb and Mrs. Lobb, of Penn,
and Angela Mary de Courcy, younger daughter of the late Rev. Arthur Reeve and Mrs. Reeve,
of 18, Collingham Place, S.W.

l\fARRIAGE.

HART-MoRGAN. On March 12th, 1938, at the Parish Church, North Weald, Essex, George
Hart (b, 1915-17) of Canes, North Weald, to Kathleen, only daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Morgan, of The Elms, North Weald.

BIRTH.

RIPLEY. On March 26th, 1938, at 27, Welbeck Street, to Lilian (nee de Berends), wife of
Charles D. Ripley, a son (Patrick).

DEATHS.

We regret to announce the following deaths :-
TOM JOHN HAYTER (a, 1901-03), on May 2nd, 1938, in London. Aged 51. He was the

eldest son of T. A. Edney Hayter, Esq., J .P., of \Vhitchurch, Hampshire (also an Old
Shirburnian) .

On leaving School he qualified as an Engineer and went to the Malay States, where he was
when 'War broke out in 1914.
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Returning to England he joined the Loyal North Lancashire Regiment, obtaining a Com
mission, and later proceeded to Gallipoli. There he was wounded and contracted a severe attack
of rheumatic fever which necessitated his being invalided home, and ultimately out of the Service.

In 1920 he married Miss Stansfeld Smith, of Putney, and settled down to business in England.
Tom Hayter was a very keen cricketer. Whilst in the Malay States he played in a match

between North and South Perak and was chosen to play in the Inter-State Match, Perak v.
Selangor, in which be obtained four wickets at a small cost. Excelling mainly as a bowler, he
went on two Pilgrim Cricket Tours in 1923-24.

Mr. Hayter was a lllelllber of the 0.5. Masonic Lodge.
W. B. SLADE (a, 1856-58), of Blink Bonnie, Warwick, Queensland, Australia, was one of the

oldest living Old Shirburnians, having entered the School in the days of Dr. Harper's head
mastership.

He went to Sydney in 1860 and learnt farming. In 1864 he went to Queensland and managed
farms with various partners, doing valuable work in breeding stud sheep and Shorthorn cattle.
He was a consistent exhibitor at leading Queensland Shows as well as the Royal National Show.

He became a member of the Queensland Club in 1875, and in 1935 was elected a Life Member,
being the oldest member at the time of his death.

He was a member of the first cavalry regiment in Queensland and a prominent Freemason.
In his younger days he was a keen cricketer having played against England in Australia and
securing the bowling average for Queensland against New South 'Vales. The monument to his
love for the English game lies in the fine Slade Park he presented to the Zingari Cricket Club,
of which he was President for more than 40 years. He was also keen on open field coursing and
a crack shot.

But it was as a kind philanthropist that Mr. Slade is probably most remembered. His
generosity to the Church of England, of which he was a staunch adherent was very considerable,
and his name wiII be perpetuated in the Slade School. This School, now a flourishing Anglican
institution, is probably as much an offshoot of Sherborne as " King's" Paramatta, is of King's
School, Canterbury. Mr. Slade received the C.B.E. in 1930.

His was a long life, full of enterprise, generosity and all the characteristics of .. a fine old
English gentleman." In his youth concerned in those very dim days ,\ith brnshes with the
Australian blacks, in his old age a fine old Station-owner, few Queenslanders did more for their
State than :Mr. W. B. Slade.

WE TAKE OFF OUR HATS TO:-

THE HEADMASTER, in his capacity of Housemaster of School House, for allowing" Bathing,
but no Swimming," on Saturday night, June 25th.

MR. KING, for the warning, " I don't want to catch you working in my period."

R.S.M. BROWN who, attracted by cries of" Help" (in reality someone calling for their
dog) made a fast time over the Blackmore Vale Country to the rescue of some mythical" Damsel
in Distress."

MR. YEATES, for killing a cow in his car. Moral for motorists-fit cow-catchers.

The embryo lawyer who demanded of the School House Tutor, .. 'Who-or what-is Bobby
Jones? "

MR. CLARKE, for spoonerising. hi~ wayinto Norse mythology with" Balder and Narker."

The Old Shirburnian who joined a circus..

The games-fag who read, .. Officers will not wear sword-frocks."

The two authorities who said, .. People must use the spring-board till further notice" ;
and" The Band wiII parade in the Bath, if wet."
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50 YEARS.
(From the Shirburnian of 1883)

THE SHIRBURNIAN

THE Editorial for the last number consisted, inappropriately enough, in a Review of the Football
Season.

Among other literary contributions, a poem in the Dorset Dialect called" Tummas's Bacon"
was printed.

At the Sports, Major McAdam " gave the School a most amusing speech, which elicited much
laughter and applause." (Note for future Sports Days).

The School beat the Town at Cricket.
The Musical Society's Easter Term Concert included the first performance of the School

Football Song, words by James Rhoades, music by Louis N. Parker.
Arthur Waugh (O.s.) won the Newdigate Prize for l88B-the first time such an honour had

been gained by an O.S.
The first Natural Science Scholarship won by a Shirburnian was won by C. A. Cochrane (f),

to Oxford.

COMMEMORATION, 1938.

R. B. MARSHALL

H. W. KING ...
A. D. SHIRREFF

H. T. FRY

Higher Certificate
School Certificate

HONOURS, 1937-38.

THE SCHOOL.

Scholarships and Exhibitions.
Scholarship for Modern Languages at Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge.
Exhibition for Classics at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge.
Stapledon Scholarship for Classics at Exeter College, Oxford.

Huish Exhibition.
Organ Scholarship at Pembroke College, Cambridge.

Oxford and Cambridge Certificate Examinations.
21 Certificates, with 6 Distinctions.
July, 100 Certificates.
December, 28 Certificates.
Taking the year as a whole, 128 candidates were presented.
121 obtained Certificates, with an average of 4 credits each.

First Examination for Medical Degrees, Cambridge.
Seventeen successes in various parts, including 6 in Organic Chemistry.

Army, Navy and Air Force E:raminations.
KM.A., Woo1wich P. A. LowE (Sixth Place).

J. D. GODDARD.
R.M.C., Sandhurst H. P. KING-FRETTS.

J. H. R. BLENCOWE.
J. M. W. KNoTT.
W. J. P. WYLIE.

Navy Executive J. H. WORTH.
G. P. BULMER.

Navy Paymaster W. D. LL. WATKINS.
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G. K. YEATES, Esq.
STAFF.

Fellow of the Royal Photographic Society.

FIELD-MARSHAL SIR CLAUD WILLIAM JACOB,
G.C.B., G.C.S.r., K.C.M.G.

MAJOR-GENERAL G. C. WILUAMS, C.B.,
C.M.G., D.S.O.

REAR-ADMIRAL H. R. MOORE, D.S.O., C.V.O.

THE RT. HON. VISCOUNT
G.C.M.G., K.B.

A. T. LENNOX-BOYD

OLD SHIRBURNIANS.
BLEDISLOE, P.C., Chairman of the Commission appointed to

consider the Union of Northern and
Southern Rhodesia.

President of " Empire Day."
Constable of the Tower.

General Officer - Commanding - in - Chief, the
Eastern Command.

Chief of Staff to Admiral of the Fleet Lord Cork,
Commander-in-Chief at Portsmouth.

Parliamentary Secretary to the J\finistry of
Labour.

PROFESSOR H. R. DEAN, M.D., D.SC.
A. M. BARRY, M.A., M.B., B.CHIR.
A. M. TURING
D. G. CHRISTOPHERSON

P. H. GEAKE
R. A. HIGGINS
H. L. B. SHERIDAN

J. C. HOLLOWAY
D. C. B. PILKINGTON
J. T. TYSON
P. M. S. ALLEN

P. J. M. ANDERSON

R. C. S. DICK

P. L. CANDLER

P. R. OUVER

Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge University.
Elmore Studentship. Fearnsides Scholarship.
Travelling Fellowship, Princeton University.
First Class, Engineering, Oxford.
Henry Fellowship.
First Class, Mathematical Tripos, Part r.
First Class, Classical Tripos, Part r.
First Class, Classical Tripos, Part .r.
Senior Scholarship, Trinity College, Cambridge.
First Division, Faraday House Diploma.
First Class Honours, B.Sc., Economics, London.
First Class Honours, B.Sc., London.
Junior Greek Testament Prize, Oxford Univer

sity.
Commonwealth Travelling Fellowship.

Rugby Football. Played for Scotland against
England, Ireland and 'Vales.

Rugby Football. Played for Englanci against
Scotland and 'Vales.

Mount Everest Expedition.

PROLOGUE, written and recited by S. J. H. DURNFORD.

, I am the Prologue: The formula sounds trite,
But informality would not be right
Before my elders, so anew I say
(And it means welcome, though it be not gay)
• I am the Prologue: I suppose I'm here
As Alfred's next best thing-he can't appear
To-day, I'm sorry-as Aldhelm's acolyte,
Steve Harding's secret'ry ! in fact I might
Be Arthur Scott-and I might not!
Yet I am warden of this sacred spot
With them, imagine that with me they're here,

Like income-tax demands, each year! Don't fear
Us, for these are all most jovial ghosts
I bring you, who've been genial hosts
For centuries within this sheltered place;
If we are' possessed: 'tis but with joy, no face
Quainter than Arthur's haunts these cloisters.
No schoolboy ghoul gloats, poltergeist night-roisters
In our Big Schoolroom (though if he did, the seating
Of a new one might be equal to our greeting !)
Of time inviolate, of boundless space unawed,
'Ve are inheritors; stand we and applaud
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The ages, and with legend rest content?
No! We will rather exorcise the merriment
Of a thousand shades, call a thousand years
Into the balance so upset by , present fears
And horrible imaginings.' Let them spin the Axis,
We can spin cricket balls! let all Taxes
Be raised 5 per cent., groaning fathers, please,
Be thankful they've not increased Tommy's fees!
I know alas how deeply you must feel-
The Premiership has lost its sex-appeal.
And Foreign office too! But though your Eden
Prefers his apple to one Nevilled, even
This rift in true-blue paradises we're resolved
Shall be forgot, of care you'll be absolved!
Rejoice in being parents, not a son,
And be thrice thankful if you've only one!
But seriously-the hum-drum cash-nexus
Binds you to us, care of our solar-plexus,
And hints on Bertie's asthma to the Matron
Which lead to us being permanently patron
Of pink pills, implore our gratitude,
And so the Prologue's pun and platitude
Will stun the brainbox of his harassed father,
'Whose sober British acumen would rather
Be insulted straight then by a subtle prod
He can't quite understand-it may be good,
But far more likely infinitely rude!
Repaying mother with some Classic quips
For all her' keeping warm in winter' tips!
And if he's overbold, think of old Alfred's pains
To write a comic prologue when the Danes
Upset his parents' apple-cart-his Saxon mirth
Was doubtless a lot broader in its Gurth !
Mark-there's no guaranteeing he'll be staid
If there's no guaranteeing he'll be paid!
So let his impudence and Shakespeare's' Belch'
And swarms of simple children welch
Your jaded hearts to well-earned relaxation,
And let us cry , All hail Commemoration! '
A new' all hail: one of a deep significance
For all, in these short shifting years when chance
May bring the card-house crashing on our ears.
So let us echo it again, ' All hail!' The years
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Salute you, brave parents of brave sons
Children of Mars, yet heedless of her guns!

All hail! my Lord l , with you we celebrate
The past and future, from the modem state
Of your new rising glorious house, we bear
You welcome to the oldest Bishop's chair!
The Church's latest David! (Yet the Holy City
Partook of holidays to mark his victory !)
And welcome too, Headmaster, from your scholar2
'Whose Kennedy we hope caused you to holler
At him as he does us, we hope you'll find
Life in his Public School not too unkind!
'What more to say? Lord of the Ring and Cope,
From town of Football Pools, Grand Nationals

and Soap,
From Lancashire, returned to grace-ful fields,
Prologue, the place of honour to you yields!

Hail, Sir3, you are a unique combination
Of Devon spirit and the thrifty Scottish nation,
Perhaps one tempered by the other, your

f munitions J

May be of the largesse kind, and our ambitions
Be fulfilled-for Latin triumphs are not gained
Without a Roman holiday-we've strained
Our eyes and trousers for your yearly profit
Now may our labours reap the interest of it !

And hail Sir4 now, thou Chairman' Snowhite'
Of our seventeen' Dwarfs' that so delight
To ' dig, dig, dig' on paper all the day,
And then with much' Heigh-hoing , ride away
Like gods, from working for us mortals
To more ambrosial refreshment from our portals.
We hoped you'd flourish' in the pink: 'tis our

despair
You have forgot Diana and her foxy lair
Here in our Courts (though I suppose J.P's.
Must rest from Blood Sports in their hours of

ease !)
You have a reputation on a holiday,
Unparalleled, though Fate cried' Gone Away I '
Last year, we answer' Tally Ho ! '
No Cornucopia so justly famed as you!

NOTES: (not intended as insults to intelligence, but as aids to understanding).
I. The Rt. Rev. A. A. David, D.D., Bishop of Liverpool, formerly Head

master of Clifton College and Rugby School, author of .. Life and the
PubIic Schools."
NOTE.-The new Liverpool Cathedral is now under construction.

2. The Headmaster, educated at Clifton College.
3. John MUlray, Esq., born in Aberdeen, Principal of the University College

of S.W. England, Exeter, Minister of Munitions (1915-18): A Governor.
4. Colonel F. J. B. Wingfield Digby, Chairman of the Board of Governors,

Master of the Blackmore Vale.
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Ladies and Gentlemen, and, if any, lords
I've quipped enough, I'll turn my inky swords
Like Brutus on myself and haltingly expound
A tale of progress that will swift confound
Repressionists, expressionists and pessimists
And all Non-Aryans who let little cysts
Of minds fester to every press reporter
Of ' Bringing up a happy but still human

daughter! '
So then my speech is fashioned into three
(Much as you've probably forgot, Gaul used to be)
And my last province is to say; Behold
The page is empty, and' my aunt's quill '
Droops o'er' the gardener's inkpot,' while we

fulfil
Our yearly duty, into collars visored,
Laced into waistcoats and our hair SHORT-

scissored
Glowing with ointment, for no time avails
That is not spent in welcome.' And though
The weather's been quixotic in its show,
And harps, that once in Sherborne's halls did ring
For Neptune'sS horn-pipe and oldS Hymen's

rollicking,
Are silent; though Terpischore that led the dance
With Bacchus on this stately floor will prance
:No more, there still are gods to worship here
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-Look how we pagans spend two half-days clear
In bail-worship, and officers of Mars
Kill sacred beasts as off'rings with their cars!
The intellect quite modernly we train-
-' vVhistle while you work' is our refrain;

At body-culture, too, we've not been slack,
And can give points to :Miss Prunella Stack,
Or any public figure. And though our Reception
Can't hope to equal in profuse deception
A Fascist soiree, yet we've a ' dictator,'
Equal in speeches, tricks to any imitator
Of the laurel crown, and he'll outlast the lot
-There can be only one like Arthur Scott !
But all things have their day and all their night,
And he, his ghosts, and Prologue from your sight
Must vanish; forget-but when they're gone,
Let their old welcome stand invisibly alone
Beside you each returning, restless year,
And may he be a lucky' croupier'
That cries, ' Messieurs, ::\Iesdames, faites vos

jeux! '
Or in plain plum-duff Saxon ' On the Play! '
For though his welcome's an unworthy ring,
Yet Prologue knows full well' THE PLAY'S the

thing! '

5. The Big Schoolroom '\-as the scene last year of the Wedding Reception
of the Headmaster's daughter.

FRIDAY, SATURDAY AND SUNDAY, JUNE 17TH, 18TH AND 19TH.

THE gods and the fates were kind, and combined to make one of the best
Commemorations for years. If any single aspect is to be praised above others it
was the smoothness of schedule and a generally well-ordered feeling that has,
perhaps, been absent in some previous years. After all, within living memory,
the Editor once had his lunch on Commemoration Saturday nearer 3 than 1
o'clock!

Such precision-for which one must pay tribute to those concerned, parti
cularly Mr. Picton and the Head of the School-helped appreciably to increase
the enjoyment of a greatly augmented host of parents, friends and Old Shirburnians.
And if the Cricket on Saturday had not cut down its schedule and run so fast, our
cup might have been full. But everyone knows how heart-rending it is when an
extraordinary man bowls one way and breaks the other, particularly on a very
sticky wicket.
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And now to go through that pleasant week-end--as they say in the O.T.e.
" enumeratin' the detai1." Punctually at 2.45 on Friday afternoon, on one of the
hottest days of the year (despite 1\1r. Westlake's earlier prophecy of rain) the School
marched on for the P.T. Demonstration to a new march tune and in new clothes.
The latter-mainly due to some enterprising Instructor in the P.T. Competition
took the form of long white trousers and gym shoes-infinitely more beautiful,
but infinitely hotter. Their appearance was a distinct improvement, however.
The tune, too, was successful, in that it kept its most difficult moments until
three-quarters of the way through the march-off. Despite certain minor mistakes
by the Editor (conclusively proved by photographs, luckily, in his possession),
the performance did very great credit to Mr. Westlake, and Chignell, the Instructor.
The School stood the heat admirably.

Those who were fortunate enough to be in the Display of Diving and Aqua
batics afterwards could cool themselves easily.

Then for some it was freedom till a late hour, for others The School Dramatic
Society played their first production of "Twelfth Night," at 8 o'clock. This night's
was not as successful as the second performance on Saturday-the heat of the Gym
troubled both sides of the footlights-but it gave very great pleasure to the actors
and a very large audience. Mr. Randolph's now famous gag, " It is too hot to go
to bed now," first appeared, and many envied Mr. Thompson his night-gown.

Saturday is always the most important day in Commemoration. This was no
exception and started promptly at 10 o'clock with the Abbey Service. The Choir
guided the School through the Service with great skill and set a good example in
Stanford's Te Deum (not without a prayer from certain members that a new Te
Deum be found for next year); the Bishop of Liverpool (The Right Rev. A. A.
David) preached a short, excellent sermon.

Speeches in the Big Schoolroom followed, of which one must be content with
mentioning a successful Prologue, a fine and witty speech by the Principal, Mr.
Murray, an admirable defence of the Foundation by the Headmaster, and the
granting by the Chairman of the Governors of a whole-holiday.

Then we dispersed to lunch and subsequently to the cricket, at which a large
crowd saw the School convincingly defeated by the Old Shirburnians. Tea was,
as usual from the marquee, the Headmaster and Mrs. Wallace receiving their
many guests at the entrance.

And so, as Pepys might have said, any night, " to the play, where the heat
was somewhat abated." And a fine company much diverted by that witty piece,
"Twelfth Night." Saturday night being cooler brought out the best in actors
and audience and the play ran with great speed and gusto to the evident delight
of all. Criticism elsewhere.
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Sunday is not usually regarded as a day of official functions, but makes a
fitting climax, nevertheless. The weather looked in tearful mood but, fortified
with the news of later evening and earlier morning Chapel, most people, I think,
dashed for the seaside. Those-and there were many-at Weymouth, had the
opportunity of seeing the Home Fleet before its inspection by the King, and to
them the weather showed great kindness. But all too soon we were back again
except for two unfortunates whose paddle-steamer broke down.

This account would not be complete without mention of that function usually
associated with Commemoration-the General Insection of the O.T.C. on
Tuesday, by Major-General Green. The Inspecting Officer announced himself
well-satisfied by what he had seen and retired in a luxurious automobile leaving us
with memories of a fine performance by the band (to which great credit is due to
Sergt. J. S. Streeter), intolerable heat, and those gallant 15 or so who collapsed
speedily in all directions.

Altogether, this was a very memorable, and as always for some, a very busy
Commemoration remarkable for its many visitors, and yet the great skill with
which the authorities managed to shepherd all to schedule.
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TWELFTH NIGHT.

TWELFTH NIGHT was played in the Gymnasium on the evenings of June 17th and
18th during Commemoration to full audiences of parents and boys. The heat was
remarkable, even for that building; and took toll from all alike, for which the ices
at Saturday's interval were hardly compensation.

The burden of the day is borne by Sir Toby Belch and Malvolio, and for these
the producer had recourse to the experience of Mr. Randolph and Mr. Thompson,
both of whom were excellent in parts that might have been written for them.
Malvolio, with an occasional reminiscence of the Mikado, by his pomposity,
strutting and conceit, made one sympathize with his persecutors; his night-shirt
and night-cap brought the house down. Nor did he overdo his downfall. It is
enough that by his answer to Sir Topas' question about Pythagoras he worsts the
idle shallow things who propertied him in jail. The Knight was in admirable fooling,
and was the master spirit of the mischief-makers. Fraser excellently seconded him
as Aguecheek, by his affected voice and fantastic mannerism. His capers were
as ludicrous as his appearance. He acted all the time, but now and again his words
were a little hard to hear. Fabian was played by C. E. W. Henderson with
refreshing confidence and apparent enjoyment; an emphatic, clear-speaking,
muscular but unmalicious tease. Durnford as Feste, acquitted himself successfully
in his songs, which were not too easy to learn. It is no disparagement to say he
was the only one who could have tackled them. His brisk fooling was done with
enjoyment, and was appreciated, however hard it is for a modern audience to take
in his verbal adroitness which editors find it necessary to explain at length and not
always to the satisfaction of themselves or anyone else. He fitly has the last
word, for he has the best brains and heart of them all. Inchbald, with a temper
ature within as well as about him, played Maria mischievously; not quite
sufficiently the minx Malvolio rightly terms her; and her fun sometimes so bubbled
that her words were lost. She (or he) fell ill in earnest after the first night's cater
wauling, and a substitute had to be found. Fortunately, the gap was filled, and
nobly filled, by Mrs. Ellis, the wife of an Old Abbeylander, who has increased on
other stages the name he won as Antony here. She had a text in her hand, but it
was not noticed; and her liveliness and assurance did much to make the second
performance go with such gusto. Admiration rivalled gratitude in all who had
the good fortune to see her.

The parts which gave the serious relief have been relegated to a second place,
for the comic element is the essence of the play. But it is not much more than
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half and the rest was as thoroughly done. Miss Margaret Cox as Olivia, spoke
beautifully and never hurried. Her appearance was charming; and if " Excel
lently done; if God did all," sticks to her as burns to a Harris tweed, the blame is
Shakespeare's. The producer with apologies cut two of her scenes, fearing the
difficulties of love-making or love-rejecting for actors of sixteen. But Olivia is not
a loveable character, and one is not sorry she was" mistook" at the last for so
quickly catching the plague. One wonders whether Sebastian sacked Malvolio.
Rawlins, as Viola, gave a remarkable performance for his age. His voice was
always clear and controlled and his composure unruffled; perhaps on occasion
he might have ruffled it a little more with advantage. But he spoke with feeling.
No one whose eyes were not set at eight in the morning could have taken her for
her brother; for another occasion the school must provide identical twins, with or
without a mole upon their father's brow. Orsino has a poor part; thanks are
due to King for speaking his lines clearly above the accompanying music, and
intelligently, even if occasionally emphasis and intonation were faulty. Carey, as
Sebastian,had life and enthusiasm and was clear; Skinner spoke well and at times
beautifully; both mustered their fierceness, though Sebastian was at a disadvan
tage when faced by Sir Toby's bulk. Dry looked a perfectly natural (though
kind-hearted) ruffian who spoke his few lines in a way that made one wish for more.
Others made individual and adequate contributions to a performance which gave
great pleasure. The action, never slow, was admirably lively in the two scenes
where Malvolio finds the letter and is bated; there was little time wasted between
scenes; and the one interval of nominally fifteen minutes gave a welcome breather.

Thanks are due to Mr. Watkins and his many invisible assistants for designing,
making, painting and putting up the settings, the originality of which was much
admired; and for ringing the changes on them very frequently and rapidly.
Mr. L. Davies did one curtain; Davidson painted the wings and was responsible
for the satyr at the back. King-Church revelled with wires and lights. Mr. Picton
kindly arranged the orchestra of strings, and the music, which was Elizabethan,
except for" Come away, Death," for which no contemporary setting seems
procurable. The dresses, furnished by Miss Rose Shaw, of Bath, were effective,
and in modern language, colourful. The prompter had a sinecure.

Finally, the producer expresses his thanks to all and sundry for what was to
him a pleasant entertainment which has gone on since February. The parts not
known, the stage-places forgotten, the "other engagements," the screws and
bulbs and saws and ladders and scenery (with wet paint) left on the stage at
rehearsal times, the mysteries of the switch-board, etc., etc., are an integral and
in retrospect an enjoyable part; the play itself was ample recompense.
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(in the order in which they appeared).
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Sebastian
Antonio, a Sea Captain, Friend to Sebastian
Fabian, Servant to Olh-ia
Servant
Officers

Orsino, Duke of Illyria ...
Curia, Gent~eman z.ttendirlg on the Duke
Attendant
Valentine, Gentleman attending on the Duke
Viola, Sister to Sebastian
Sea Captain, friend of Viola
Maria, Olivia's Serving 'Woman
Sir Toby Belch, Uncle to Olivia
Sir Andrew Aguecheek
Feste, Clown
Lady Olivia
Malvolio
Attendants on Olivia

Stage Carpenter
Prompter

Priest

The play produced by
The settings designed by
The lighting designed by
The music arranged by
The .cenery painted by [

Stage Manager

MR. G. O·HANLON.
MR. G.]. B. WATRINS.

C. W. K1l<G-CHT'RCH.
~[R. B. ]. F. PICTON.

MR. L. DAVlES.
P. D. DAVIDSON.

MR. G.]. B. WATRINS.

H. W. KING.

G. CLAYTON.

P. J. JANSEN-SMITH.

R. P. DECIE.

G. A. RAWLINS.

D. L. P. DRY.

A. 1. INCHBALD.

MR. J. H. RANDOLPH.

P. B. FRASER.

S. J. H. DORNFORD.

MISS MARGARET Cox.

MR. R. S. THOMPSON.

r A. C. WALKER.

l F. W. B. HARRIS.

H. F. E. CAREY.

E. A. SKINNER.

C. E. W. HENDERSON.

R. P. DECIE.

r F. C. PARSONS.

l B. H. E. SOLOMON

J. C. SAMPSON.

Assistant Stage Manager C. W. KING-CHURCH
Dresses and Wigs by... ROSE SHAW. Bath
Perruquier W. WARR & SON, Sherborne
Electricians [ D. C. G. BETT

P. K. LEDGER
]. L. DANDRIDGE

M. A. FLOYER.

SCHOOL LIBRARY.

THE following are recent additions to the School Library:

Humour in Verse. Slater.
Poems of To-day. 3rd series.
Poems of Twenty Years, 1918-38.
The Arts of Mankind. Van Loon.
100 Years of Astronomy. R. L. Waterfield.
Your Money or Your Life. Geary.
Wisden's Almanack, 1937.
Science for the Citizen. Hogben.
Stories, Essays and Poems-De la Mare.
The Evolution of Physics. Einstein and Infeld.
Belief and Action. Viscount Samuel.
Wesley's Joumal.
Britain and the Dictators. Seton Watson.
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A Primer of Chess. Capablanca.
The Story of Achilles. W. H. D. Rouse.
The Way of Ships. E. Vale.
Study of Heredity. E. B. Ford.
1938 Supplement to Encyclopaedia Brittanica.
The Paintings of Rembrandt.
The Art of Ancient Egypt.
The Civilization of the Renaissance. Burckhardt.
Botticelli.
Van Gogh.
St. Augustine-Rebecca West.
Mark Twain. Stephen Leacock.
T. E. Lawrence. C. Edmonds.
The other side of the Mountain. ]. R. Ullman.
Crippled Splendour. Evan John.
Schubert. Ralph Bates.
Mozart. Sacheverell Sitwell.
Cecil Rhodes. W. Plomer.
John Wesley. ]. Laver.
Saint Paul-Wo Knox.
Voltaire. A ndre M aurois.
Lenin. J ames M axton.

I Presented by
J H. W. Lewer, Esq.
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THE BALLIOL PLAYERS.

THE representation of Aristophanes' " Acharnians," by the Balliol Players was
successful. This year no inclement weather drove the audience to attend indoors,
and the grounds of the Old Castle provided a very pleasant amphitheatre, though
the noise of the trains passing nearby spoilt the acoustics. It would be vain to
attempt to follow Aristophanes through the intricacies of this involved play.
The plot, such as it is, at least was clear; it deals with the fortune of an Athenian
pacifist, Dicaeopolis, and the rebuffs which his more bellicose brethren deal him.
The comedy contains some rather crude pantomime and some good satire in the
form of topical allusions. The players themselves dealt admirably with this
difficult play. A farmer of Megara spoke excellent Doric, but the Boeotian was
less dexterous with his dialect. The stage properties, including coal-scuttle and
perambulator, were brazenly modern, but they carried it off well.
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The Society has contented itself this term with a card of three meetings. On l\Iay 22nd, at
Abbey House, M. A. Floyer presented an authentic and not unamusing account of the life of St.
Patrick-authentic, that is to say, in so far ::IS his stories had not been proved to be untrue; an
interesting paper on a little-known subject. On June 12th, under the enigmatic title of
"Brickdust," D. M. S. Agnew, a trained guide evidently, took the Society on a personally
conducted tour of London town, pointing out historic fe::ltures, explaining origins, place names,
Ikey and his brother orators of Hyde Park, songs and the rest-a fascinating study especially
for Londoner". On July 10th, at Westcott House, The Rev. J. D'E. Firth, Master of Winchester
College, gave a very interesting explanation of A. E. Housman's philosophy of life, illustrated by
readings from his poems.

ARCHAEOLOGICAL SOCIETY.

The Members of the Archaeological Society vlsited the excavations at Colliton Park, on
Saturday, May 28th. They were shown some of the outstanding features of this work, which is
continually throwing fresh light on life in Roman Britain.

At the Dorchester Museum, members were able to examine some of the many interesting
finds that have been catalogued. After tea at the" Wessex Tea Rooms," a flying visit was made
to Maiden Castle and the site of the recent excavations there. The last call arranged for the
expedition was the old Norman Church at Charminster, where the party was met by Canon
Slemeck, Mr. Eperson's predecessor, at the Vicarage, who gave a very interesting talk on the
history of the building.

The expedition was one of the most interesting of recent years on account of the interest
provided on the one hand and evinced on the other.

P.S.~Apologiesfor ruthlessly cutting down an excellent report.-ED.

THE AGRICULTURALISTS.

I realise that I tread on dangerous ground when writing of the Agriculturalists. As in so
many things, there are even two camps in cricket. My object is neither to compare the two
camps nor to antagonise them, but to let people know a little about how we try to play.

The word " camps" itself may be misleading. Though it suggests antithesis, it represents
here, the extreme points of view, and so may not be out of place.

Now one side of the picture is this. Cricket must be played seriously, the fine arts of the
game being developed as much as possible, if it is to be fully enjoyed. This is true enough for
those who can appreciate and practice these fine arts.

But there are many who, lacking this ability, find pleasure in the ruder elements of cricket.
The Agriculturalist Cricket Club has been formed to cater for the weaker cricket players, who
have little opportunity in school games.

Some people are unaware of our exist.ence. Others, knowing nothing about us, remark on
our lack of" house spirit." We want enjoyment, not the fine arts of cricket.

So wben next you see us assembled on the Cabbage Patch, you will, I hope, realise that we
are merely enjoying ourselves.

I should like to thank the School Authorities for their kind permission for the use of Cabbage
Patch for home matches.
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WIRELESS SECTION.
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Our ultra short wave radio telephones are now almost complete, and we hope to have them
in operation on the field-day. vVe have now been issued with old Army sets, called" Sets,
Wireless Telegraphy, Portable, Mark IV, 1922." Amongst other instructions is the remark
.. Wireless sets are delicate instruments, and must only be carried by a mule or Intelligent N.C.O."
The only thing that the sets lack is portability.

We are now engaged in making morse portables for use at camp, where we hope to co-operate
with Rngby O.T.C. signallers.

We must apologise for two mistakes 'n the scores relayed from Radley. One was the fault
of the transmitting end, the other was a mistake made in copying out a correctiy received
message.

THE BEN DAVIS SOCIETY.

Mr. A. J. P. Andrews very kindly offered to fill the post of Mr. H. C. W. Davis, who was
absent for a few weeks owing to ill-health.

Mr. Andrews, however, " knew his stuff," as I believe some of our friends across the Atlantic
say, and on May 31st the Society were entertained to a very enjoyable afternoon at Fry's Chocolate
Factory, Somerdale, near Bristol.

We were shown round the whole plant by a very competent staff of assistants, and at one
time Arthur Scott was so thrilled that he wanted to have a bathe in molten milk chocolate, but
he was persuaded ",-jth difficulty that it was for nuts and raisins only. Having walked three
miles in all, around masses of intricate machinery, we were presented with very generous samples
and given a large tea.

Members of the Society hope to pay a visit to Petter's Oil Engine Works at Yeovillater on
this term. R.H.

PRESENTATION TO COLONEL BENNETT, AT SOUTHWARK.

On Sunday, June 12th, two prefects left Sherborne for London, to a Thanksgiving Service
at Southwark Cathedral, and the presentation of a silver statuette to Colonel Bennett in appre
ciation of fifty years' service at the Boys' Club. In 1888 Colonel Bennett founded Sherborne
House, persuading the School to support it, which it has done to this day, and will do, we hope,
for many years.

After the service, the presentation took place outside the Cathedral, in front of the Battalion
of Cadets and many visitors. Many expressed their gratitude and respect for Colonel Bennett.

Later the prefects were invited to Sherborne House for tea. There we once again met our
friends, with whom a week before we had been happily playing in the country; and now we were
with them in their own dark and dirty surroundings, relieved only by the Club. Returning to
our sun and fields, we were, perhaps, in a more thoughtful mood. J .H.C.

THE CHESS CLUB.

A MEETING of those' interested in chess was held in the lower library on Sunday, May 29tlI, this
led to a proposal to form a chess club. A Secretary, treasurer and comniittee were' eleCted.
Next term we start with a knock-out tournament and a ladder, and eventually, if it is found
practicable, matches against other schools will be arranged. If the financial position allows the
Club intends to buy its own boards and set..; this will have to be done gradually. I hope that
as many people as possible will join the Club next term. L.P.Y.. (Hon. Sec.)
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IT is some time since an account of the activities of this Society appeared in the" Shirburnian."
No account is really needed, for the Domini Interpretes pursue classical culture in exactly the
same way every term, and only some startling change would warrant any public notice. But
in case anyone is apprehensive that this learned and influential Society has ceased to exist, I can
assure him that we go on from strength to strength under the presidency of Mr. Green. \Ve are
glad to have seen the Headmaster more frequently of late, and early in the term we had the
pleasure of a visit from an Interpres Maximus Emeritus, A. E. S. Charles. In order to prove to
the outside world that our horizon is not entirely bounded by Thucydides and the verbs in-mi,
I may mention that in this particular meeting a memorable discussion on Dramatic Theory
arose over the German Society's lemonade, which would have done justice to the Eclectics. In
addition to deciding the fate of the drama, members have read papers on Tacitus, CataIlus,
Theophrastus, Herodotus, Greek Comedy, Horace's Satires, and Sophocles, and A. J. Weatherhead
will conclude an interesting term's programme with a paper on Apollonius Rhodius. A.D.S.

SOUTHWARK.

Two shooting matches have taken place in the holidays at Southwark when London Shirburnians
went down to the Club. The School team just managed to win on both occasions. A few boys
also took part in the entertainment which took place on the day of the Annual Meeting.

The Whitsun visit this year was a very memorable one, due partly to the large number of
Cadets, and partly to the noticeable increase of interest in Southwark that was shown by the
School. Thirty-nine Cadets were able to come; they arrived on Friday evening, June 3rd.
Most of the Committee and a good many others were at the station to welcome them. After
walking up to the gym, a good deal of amusement was found in filling the beds with straw.
Saturday morning was, as usual, spent in bicycling around the town; in the afternoon a cricket
match was arranged and played with great zest, and in the evening the Rev. and Mrs. Field very
kindly provided supper. After this there were" fun and games" in the gym for a short time.
On Sunday, after Chapel, the whole party and the Committee went over to Lulworth to spend
the day. Picnic-lunches were provided by the Houses, and the afternoon was spent in the popular
amusement of boating. The weather was very fine and everybody enjoyed it very much. Monday,
the last day, was again spent in bicycling for the early part, and at 12.30 by a shooting match
against the School, which the School won, having the advantage of being used to service rifles.
The party, unfortunately, had to go home on this afternoon, after what was, I hope, a very
enjoyable visit.

In concI>lsion, I would just like to ask any members of the School who are interested, and
there must be a large number of them, to come and give in their nomes for joining the Committee,
and further information about the activities at Southwark can be given to them. J,S.S.

THE BATH AT BATCOl1BE.

I WRITE of the swimming bath which has just been completed at the Home of St. Frands of
Assissi at Batcombe.

Some years ago a party of \Vestminster boys on holiday, started to dig a bath at Batcombe,
a thing that for some time had been longed for. Those who later spent many afternoons in the
mud will appreciate how forlorn must have been their hopes; for a small party can work a
comparatively long time and expend a great deal of energy without any apparent results at all.
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In April, then, 1937, when we were asked to lend a hand, there was certainly a moderately
large cavity in the earth, but broad and long as it was, if the bath was to be anything but a bird
bath, a very great deal of mud was to be removed from the floor and cast up onto the banks.
When we started, none of us had any building or excavating experience. But that did not matter.
Car-loads of willing workers were deposited every Tuesday and Thursday into the bath. But
the early keenness soon wore off, and before long, the party became restricted to a few, but
reliable helpers. The going was by no means easy. It was just a question of shovelling mud
out of the bath; but the mud was heavy and glutinous, and every six inches that we dug down,
meant that the weighty spadefuls had to be lifted another foot above our shoulders. Vve passed
through layers of mud, just ordinary mud, to clay, just ordinary clay, then through a nasty
bedding of flint, to blue clay, and so back down to just mud again. There were many obstacles
in the way, such as tree roots, and the failure to find solid ground on which to stand; but for
all this, the stout-hearted few found great enjoyment. Many a barrow-load of clay would come
off its run and deposit the driver deep in the mud, many a spade was observed to fly through
the air with soil attached, when the owner failed to separate his tool from the mud, and many
an 5.0.5. was picked up from unfortunate" stick-in-the-muds" who required" spading out."
Some, however, began to doubt whether the bath would ever be completed, but others were
optimistic enough to back-up their beliefs with a small bet-even mentioning the month of
completion.

In the summer term, we were unable to afford any time to the bath, so work was suspended
until the autumn. In September, a massive holiday party reached the turning point of con
struction. A drain was laid with great accuracy, levels and soundings were taken for the
foundations, and more mud was removed. Progress became quite swift, until one day we found
that the old pipe that carried the stream underneath one of the banks had burst, and considerable
quantities of mud with a continual flow of water had come rushing into the bath. It took most
of the rest of this term to clean all that out, and remove other small excrescences. Easter, 1938,
saw us apparently undoing all our hard work. Having spent a year removing matter from the
bath, we now proceeded to hurl large quantities of stone and brick rubble into the bath by way
of foundations, to be followed by tons of cinders. This made the bath considerably shallower,
however, it was a great joy to be able to stand on firm ground by way of a change.

We then hired a small cement-mixing machine, and within a week, a seven inch reinforced
concrete floor covered the whole bath. A machine was necessary, firstly because we wanted to
get a solid floor down before we had any further weather interruptions, and secondly, there was
nowhere to really mix the cement by hand. However, as soon as the floor was set we started to
construct the walls. 'Wooden shuttering was put up all round the bath about eighteen inches
from the banks. Half the party each afternoon mixed cement; it was grim work, better, of
course, than stirring up mud, for it had to be done very thoroughly, the ingredients being turned
six times. The other half of the party was occupied in getting the cement behind the shuttering,
and burying iron bedsteads, by way of reinforcements, deep in the mixture. Gradually the walls
grew, and when we returned in May to rejoin another holiday party we found the actual con
struction completed. Water levels had not allowed us to go deep enough, so rather to our
surprise, we saw the bath standing mightily, a few feet out of the ground. 'York was not finished,
however.

Our task was to dig a trench to carry a pipe-line two hundred feet up the hill to a place where
we could best" harness" the stream. 'Ve were again back to roots and mud, and, incidentally.
the smell of garlic was thrown in. The work was very slow, but we did manage to enable the
pipe-line to be laid soon after our visit, and the bath, to all intents and purposes was completed.
The lido has still to be put up round it before it is absolutely complete. 'Vater first flowed down
the pipe at 5.45 on May 31st, thus a small bet was won, for the time of completion was to be
June 1st. The Headmaster is going to perform the opening ceremony on July 21st, for which
he has kindly promised a half-holiday to all who have worked at Batcombe.
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This has been a purely objective account of the work of construction. No words could
express what must have been in most of our minds when we encountered some of the many
difficulties that placed themselves in our way. No words could describe the energy put into
it by the few hard workers who gave their regular help, especially the Headmaster and Mr.
Gourlay, and no words can express the feeling of triumph and pleasure that we all must have
to see the mighty structure completed. In dealing objectively with the bath, I have also omitted
to make mention of the many happy moments spent and new acquaintances made, at the Home,
both on our afternoon visits, and, more especially, on our last holiday stay.

Let me end, by wishing those who will be busy next year constructing a similar bath for the
Home at Lenthay, as much success and pleasure as has been ours at Batcombe. J.S.S.

LES POLYGLOTTES.

THIS term saw the retirement of Mr. Watkins from the Presidency of the Society-a post which
he has ably filled since the Society's inauguration five years ago. Mr. Holmes has kindly become
President in his place. The Society has read three plays so far this term, with a preponderance
of the comic and modern over the tragic and ancient. Those chosen were Jules Romains' .. M. le
Trouhadec saisi par la Debauche," Corneille's "Polyencte," and Labiche and Marc-Michel's
.. Un Chapeau de Paille d'ltalie." There have also been two papers, a long one by the President
on his travelling experiences, and a short one by R. B. Marshall on Lamartine's lyric poetry.
The term's programme will be completed by reading Moliere's farce" Le Medecin malgie Lui."

THE ANGLING SOCIETY.

THIS, the Angling Society's second season, has proved the great possibilities of the Yeo as a trout
stream. During the past two months 54 fish have been caught and most of these have been in
excellent condition.

At the beginning of the 1937 season and in the March of this year, the stream was stocked
with some 50 two-year-old trout,400 yearlings and fry. Three-year-olds caught this term showed
a very satisfactory growth and though rather poor to eat, had obviously found very rich feeding
as their firm, pink flesh suggested.

The work of cleaning the banks and removing unwanted weeds is now in progress, and it is
hoped that next season will be even better than the last. No dead fish have been seen with the
exception of one which had obviously been killed by a heron. One otter appears to have
discovered the presence of trout in the stream, but it will in all probability do no more damage
than kill off the sick fish.

The number of Society members showed a considerable increase on last year's total, and on
several Sunday afternoons as many as twelve rods were out. If this zeal for the sport continues
we may expect the Yeo of three or four years hence to rank as a very respectable fly-fishing
stream.
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To write an account of the term's shooting before the VIII goes to Bisley is to publish a detective novel without a
solution; for Bisley is the zenith (or the nadir) of a Public School's shooting activities. However, to glance at our fixture
card so far, one would be tempted to read in it the results of a singularly poor term's effort-ouly the side-by-side match
on the credit side; where are the 501'. and the 495's of last year? it will be asked.

Our answer, we hope, is-" At Bisley." Winning the" Ashburton " all depends on getting eight boys on the top
of their form on a particular day. It is rare that even one, impossible that eight, should remain on form for the whole
tenil; and in previous years we have reached our heights just befoLe Bisley. This year, however (we can always raise
some reason for optimism!) a graph of scores would reveal a slow but steady rise to a very adequate height just one week
before the Great Event-which enables us once more to entrain with high hopes.

It has been a difficult term for those responsible for the coachiog-owing entirely to the unfortunate absence
Mr. H. C. W. Davi. from the range. We are glad to see him back in School, and very grateful for his help during the last
fortnight. But those who were tiring last year will realise what a great loss it is not to have had the benefits of his coaching
throughout the whole term-still, more that he will not be with us at Bisley.

If the term is regarded not as a series of chances of victory so much as a training-then I think we can fairly say
it was a. success. Over 45 boys (twice a. many, for instance, as at Marlborough) have been given the chance of learning
the rudiments of shooting, and numbers have become qnite proficient. Finally, it has at all events been an exceedingly
pleasant term on the range; and I must thank all ttose who without a trace of frayed tempers (with positive hilarity,
almost) were content with clothes wet through on Crackmore two or three times a week. I am sure it was worth it.

H.W.K.

THE SHOOTING EIGHT.

Four side-by-side matches have been tired this term, of which three were lost and one was won. The Cadet Pair
won two of their matches and lost two. The usual postal matches have been fired against other Schools, and to date the
VIII has won five and lost nine, while the Cadet Pair has won nine and lost three.

SHOOTING RESULTS.

Mal,;h.
v. Clifton
v. B1undells
v. Marlborough
v. Canford

For.
457
462
461
469

Against.
463
472
486
412

Cadet Pair.
For. Agai....t.
113 106
110 109
102 118
105 112
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TENNIS, 1938.
GENERAL.

There has been an increase in the number of people playing tennis regularly thi, year, and with the consequent larger
range for the selection of the VI a fairly strong, evenly balanced team has been the result. Mr. Collins, the P.S.L.T.A.
coach, has visited the School for periods of three days, with gaps of ten days to a fortnight between his visit. This has
been a most satisfactory innovation, as he has been able to watch the development of the VI throughout the term. The
regular players not 10 the VI have had much more coaching this year and have profited largely from Mr. Collins' tuition.

When the coach has not been at Sherbome, Mr. Westlake and IIIr. Gervis have both devoted a large amount of their
time to the coaching of the VI, and I should like to take this opportunity of thanking them. The Headmaster has also
very kindly placed his hard court at the disposal of the tennis players when rain has made play on the grass courts
impossible.

MATCHES.

The feature of the matches this year was the number of games left drawn. In five of the matches no resnlt was
obtained, usually owing to rain. In the three remaining matches the School won very convincingly, and had almost
obtained a win over Bryanston when rain intervened. Against Canford it would have been very difficult to prophesy
the result, for though the School should have won theoretically, each of the three School pairs was a set down in the last
series of matches.

With regard to the actual playing of the pairs, there has heen little to choose between any of the three. All have
possessed a quality of attack which has triumphed over more stylish players. After some changing around the team was
finally settled as follows :-

1st Pair: G. B. Hewitt.
]. C. Sloper.

2nd Pair: ]. K.]. Holman.
D. Hutcbison.

RESULTS.

3rd Pair: M. G. Cardew (Capt.)
K. W. R. Smale.

Opponents.
Town
Taunton
lIlasters
Weymouth
0.55.
Downside ...
Wellington
Canford
Bryanston

Won.

1
4
5
3
5
8
3
4

Gam-es.
Lost. Dra1.f n.

2 6
4 I
3 1
3 3
3 I
I
3 3
3 2

R.sult.
Draw.
Draw.
Draw.
Win.
Draw.
Win.
Win.
Draw.
Draw.

M. G. CARDEW, Capt. Tennis.

THE BOXING COMPETITION, 1938.
Thi" year, though a very promising start was effected, the Annual Boxing Competition was severely" nipped in

the bud" by a plague of influenza, which accounted for only three final bouts being eventually fought off, out of a total
of ten. However, the School saw some interesting boxing that afternoon; Hollington and Dinham-Peren especially
are to be congratulated.

Throughout the Competition, a marked improvement in the standard of boxing was observed; most of the contests
were hard and clean, and' ery few fights were stopped. There was far less murderous fighting than last year; and the
School saw puhlic-school boxing at its best during the fight between Fraser and Hewitt. These two boxers were quick
and light on their toes, and splendid" double-Iefts " by Hewitt and hard right hooks by Fraser were the main character
istics of by far the best fight of the year.
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RFSULTS.

Group I. (a) Romer bye
} Gregory

(b) Gregory bye

l"~o"'"(h) Hett

}wallace
(a) Wa'lace

JW'fu"
(a) Whitefield bye

Group 11. (a) Roe
} Attwood

(b) Attwood }D_O
(a) Dinham-Peren

}D.-peren
(b) Morrison

HolIington.
(a) Emerson

} HolIinRtoIl
(c) Hollillgton

} HolIington
(c) Bartlett bye

Group 111. (a) Morgan bye

J"~,,o(d) Gaskell
} Gaskell

}euo,""."".
(a) Gro\Oe-White

(a) Macqueen
}Macqueen

(h) Harris

J""'''~O(b) Hill bye

Group IV. (b) Colmore
} Elvery

(a) Elvery },u",,,,,.,,,A.
(b) Kinder

} Kinder
(c) Coy

B. (b) Eames
} Eames

(h) Raper },u~."",),
(h) Hamilton

}Williams
(b) Williams

Group V (a) Bowker bre

fBOW'"(b) Smelt
} Brown

(4 Brown
Bowker.

(h) Rogers
} Rogers }~~(a) Canning

(b) Mathew bye
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Group VI. (h) Hammand bye
} Carrington

(b) Carrington bye

l~<'"(a) Bell
} Bell

(b) Scott

1'-tt<'~1(b) Skinner
} Skinner

(b) Watson, J.
(Unfinished).

(h) Wylde
}watson, H.

}........JOO"(b) Watson, H.

}~JOO~(b) Leslie-Jones, R.... bye

(b) Norman-Walker ... by,
} Newman

(b) Newman bye

Group VII. (a) Dix Dix

}<u_(a) Hewitt
} Fraser

(b) Fraser

J
--

(b) LesHe-Jones P. bye

Group VIII. (a) Faner
} Eames

(b) Eames f'U"""~""(b) Hannay bye

Group XI. (a) Frost
} Frost

(h) Vipan

}fu~'(b) Warren
}sutcliffe

(a) Sutcliffe J.J.T.G.

SQUASH.

SCHOOL V. OLD SHIRBURNIANS-MARCH 26TH.

D. C. D_ Ryder.
9-6,9-4

Won.
9-3, 3-9, 9.6

Won
L.A.B.P.

J. A. Tallent.
3-9, 9-4, 9-6

Won.
7-9,9-10

Lost

D.E. Ellis

F. E. Slingsby

M. S. Glennie.
9·1,9-2

Won.
2-9, 9-7, 9·5

Won

L. A. B. Pilkington

J. K. J. Holman...

The School won by six matches to two. All the strings had excellent matches against their opposite numbers,
and we just managed to win all four; but when the first string in each group played the second string, the higher strings
won all their matches, which showed that the teams were evenly matched.

The scores were as follows :-

J. D. H. lies.
8-10, 9-7, 10-9

Won.
6-9, 5-9

Lost

P.T. COMPETITION.

This Competition was held on Saturday, May 21st; it was judged by Colonel Ward-Tetley, the Commandant of the
Army P.T. School, and his Adjutant, Captain Anderson.

This year, for the first time, each House was divided into two, a senior division and a junior, the object being to
try and get nearer to our ordinary daily work, and avoid the mass work where the individual is rather nel!lected, and the
work I!enerally becomes less personal.
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221
220
215
2!3

M.E.K.W.

5. E1derton's .. ,
6. Hey's
7. Thompson's
8. Rass'

259
242
233
228

Barlow's
Parry-Jones'
Sr.hool House H A n

School House" B "

The competition table was a difficult one, demanding concentration and rhythm, and I consider the Houses gave
a very good show; Barlow's were particularly pleasing. their work was smooth, all positions were very well maintained,
and their rhythm of action was well in advance of other Honses. Parry-Jones' always work well, their smoothness of
action ha~ greatly improved, and their position as second was well deserved. Sr.hooI House st4uads were all very level,
their work generaily is on the up grade and shows general improvement, and I hope to see it go steadily ahead during
the next year. The remaining four Houses were very level, there being only eight marks between them. The markj:;
were as foilows :-

I.
2.
3.
4.

HOLIDAY P.T. COURSE-ARMY SCHOOL OF P.T.

One April afternoon I drifted rather vaguely out of a station somewhere near the Army School of P.T., wondering
bow I was to reach my final destination.

.. O.T.C., Sir?"
Cl Yes, 1--"
11 Just down on the left."
There I saw the latest high speed (twenty mile an hour) spring!ess Army lorry, so I vaulted over the back-board

and sat on my case. After jolting and bumping through endless avenues of chestnuts we came to rest "ith a jerk which
did finaily slide me to the floor; but it was only another station.

""hen we finally arrived at the barracks, the first thing we had to do was to make our beds. They provided uS
with three biscuits and some blankets. (One biscuit equals 1/3rd of a mattress filled with petrified stuffing). After a
tough and hearty night spent in cursing everything in general and anything in particular, we were roused by an infuriat·
ingly cheery sergeant·instructor. Xot long after breakfast, we marched down to the Gym for sr::bool (the usual-four
periods with break, except that we never had P.T. in break). The proceedings started Voith us standing in several different
sections, while several different men doubled up and down the gym {personally I never quite understood this bit, but it
did not matter-I only had to stand and wait!. After ail this we were sent out of the gym to take off everything except
!:Does and shorts, and returning for a whole table of continuons exercises; then we sweated at the wall-bars; then on the
benches; then on the beam; then over the horse; then over to the s'\\imming bath; then all over again. But it was
not so bad as it may sound, they really led us ..;uite gently. There were interesting lectures on various branches of Athletics,
as well as brilliant display::; of Gym work, Trapele work, Diving and Swimming, and a very amusing boxing It match"
performed in fast and slow motion--complete with every known foul.

As well as the above activities, we engaged in, and were taught two forms of field events {jumping and throwing},
",hile a few toughs learnt the elements of bodng. Ev~ryone had a shot at instructing in P.T. and Gym; and we were
not without our humorous moments. But the biggest surprise was that our section (which consisted of four Shirbumians
and about eight Salopians), won the combined competition in Gym, athletics, swimming. and everything else; the only
possible explanation is that we were the only ones who did not get stale through practising too much beforehand.

The general effect of the whole course was excellent. At the end of the first day everyone was absolutely tired
out, after the end of the second day we were all worse, after that we felt just about ail right, and by the end of the course
we had never felt better. E.A.S.

R.S.M. W. NORTON.

r should like to take the opportuuity which the" Shirburnian " offers of stating publicly my great appreciation
of Regimental Sergeant-~IajorW. Norton, who leaves me at the end of this term to take up his duties as School Custos.

I first met Norton in 1921, at the Army Scbool of Ph}"sical Training, where we were on the same course-I was
impressed tl:en by his ":Iuiet thoroughness. Six years later, when I required a new Instructor at Sherborne, the Com
mandant of the P.T. School told me he had just the man I wanted-and produced Norton; I appointed him at once, and
have never regretted my choice. \Vhen Norton first came to Sherbome the gym was cleaned out by char·women, he soon
got rid of these, however, and undeltook all the work himself; the cleaning of the gym premises is no light undertaking,
but for nine years, uutil the work became too much for him, he managed it ail single-handed; in 1935 r was able to get
him an assistant to help "ith the work.

As an Instructor I have found him very thorough and absolutely reliable, and r have always much appreciated
the way he has continually put the School interests before ail personal consideratIOns. His working day has often been
long, especiaily in the "inter, starting at 8.45 and not getting through till after 7 p.m., but I have never heard him
grumble; his help to me, both as a boxing and gym instructor, as weil as a co-enthusiast for the highest ideals of physical
traiuing, is "ithout measure; the School, both past and present, owe him a very great debt of gratitude.

I wish him the very best of luck and success in his new job, and hope that both Masters and boys will combine in
making things as easy as they can fo. him next term.

M. E. K. WESTLAKE, Gymnasium.
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A.L.A.I.

HOCKEY RETROSPECT.
This season can hardly be claimed as a successful one, for out of five matches played, only one was won, again.t th,
Oxford Occasionals, two were lost and two were drawn. But we were unfortunate in never having our full team, dl~l

to the 'flue epidemic, though individually the side was above the average of the last few years.
The Captain-A. L. A. Tasker-fell a victim after the first match, and for the remainder of the season, :M. A. R.

Collins, and later D. F. Rickelts, fulfilled his duties. The team was handicapped by lack of practice together, other than
matches, and by continual change of personnel. G. \V. L. Courtenay proved a fast and effective centre-forward, with
plenty of thrust, though with a tendency to use his stick wildly. P. G. A. Irvine, at right inside, was very neat with his
stick, and passed well, while 11. M. C. Clark dribbled well, but had little shooting ability in the circle. R. F. G. Lilley was
fast on the left wing, and usually did more with the ball than S. F. Williams, on the right, but all the forwards relied too
much on the halves, and would not get the ball for themselves.

D. F. Ricketts, at centre-half, played really well in the first match, though he went off slightly towards the end.
His positioning was excellent, however, and his stick-work neat and effective. He was well backed up by ~I. A. R. CollinS,
on his right, who showed himself persevering to a degree, and by P. M. Stevenson On his left. The latter could only play
in the first two matches, his place being filled by M. R. Geake.

Of the backs, C. E. W. Henderson was the steadiest, and tbe surest tackler, while R. F. S. Chignell was fair with
patches of good, and sometimes rather erratic, play. Their positioning and covering technique was poor at first, but
improved a great deal towards the end of the season. K. W. R. Smale, as goal-keeper, did some very good work, and
Showed himself capable with both hands and feet, though inclined to waste time before clearing.

HOCKEY RESULTS.

Match. Result.
u. Oxford University Occasionals Won, 3-2.
v. Downside Draw, 5-5.
u. Bournemouth Sports Club Lost, 4-3.
v. Dorset U A " Draw, 3-3.
u. Poole H.C. Lost, 0-10.

The 2nd XI played two matches, beating A. Gare's XI by 4 goals to nil, and losing to Mill Field H.C. by 3 goals
to 4.

A Colts match was arranged with Canford but, unfortunately, was icratched.

SENIORS.

Round 1. Elderton's I Parry-Jones' 6
Barlow's 2 School House" A " 3
Hey's 0 School House U B " 15
Ross' 4 Thompson's 1

Semi-final. Ross' 0 Parry-Jones' 0
School House Cl A " School House U B "

Final. Ross' 4 School House U B " 1
In the semi-finals, Ross' and Parry-Jones' had extra time, and a re-play; in the latter, it was decided, that if there

was no score, the side with the greatest number of corners to their credit should be the winners.

SENIORS' FINALS.

Seniors' Finals was played on April 2nd between Ross' and School House" B," on Young's, and resulted in a win
for Ross' by 4 goals to 1.

Ross' played up the hill in the first half, and Pilkington scored for them shortly after the start from a difficult angle.
School House were on the defensive during much of the game, and their attack came in sudden short bursts, which invar~

iably looked dangerous, but which were not very frequent. Ross' forwards did not co-ordinate well in the first half, but,
to offset this, the School House defence was ragged, Hewitt, at centre-half, being the main source of resistance.

There was no more score before balf-time, but in the last half·hour Ross' scored three more goals (Tasker 2,
Ricketts I), and, by combining better, looked much more dangerous than before. Lilley and Courtenay several times
rushed the ball up to the other end of tbe field, and the latter scored, after a good dribble, a few minutes from the end
Ricketts and Collins fed tbeir forwards well, and Smedley and Pilkington formed a strong right wing. Courtenay, Lilley
and Wi1liams were unfortunate in being inadequately fed, and with stronger halves would undoubtedly have forced tbe
Ross' halves from attack to defence.

Ross' H. Druce; N. S. Nicholls, S. R. Hill-Smith; L. F. Baker, D. F. Ricketts, M. A. R. Collins; T. J. Edwards,
A. L. A. Tasker, A. O. Barker, C. J. A. H. Smedley, L. A. B. Pilkington.

School House" E." J. E. Moore; S. J. H. Durnford, P. E. L. Howard; G. T. B. Sheridan, G. B. Hewitt,
M. B. Peacock; R. F. C. Lilley, P. de C. Wi1liams, G. W. L. Courtenay, S. F. St. M. Williams, J. N. E. Slee.

A. L. A. T.

FIVES.
EASTER TERM.

The Fives Competitions were held during tbe latter half of the Easter Term, and the Senior and Junior titles were
won respectively by Pilkington (g), and Deshon (al. The House Pairs Competition was won by Ross'.

In the Junior event, Seaton (b) beat Rogers (h) (15-IO) (15-9), and Deshon (a) beat Myers (h) (IS-I) (15·6) in the
semi-finals. In the final Deshon (a) beat Seaton (b) (15-6) (15-4).
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The Senior Fives Competition :-

Irvine (b) ...
}Irvine

}T~'(W'O')Kidner (b) ... (15-~) (15-2)

Twiss (b) ... }Twiss
Hannay (b) ... (15-3) (15-2)

Chignell, R.F.S.
Brayne (a) (15-0) (15-5)

}.~"" }Geake (b) (15-9) (15-0)
Chignell, R.F.S.

Burt (c) (15-4) (15-5)
}Chignell,R.F.S.

Chignell, R. F. S. (h) (15-4) (15-4)
ElIis,D.E.

Stevenson (b) (15-9) (15-3)
}Stevenson

Watson, E. (b) (15-7) (15-7) },,,~
Gray (d) (15-5) (15-5)

}G~y
Draper (h) (15-8) (15-9)

ElIis,D. E.
Druce (g)

}Myers (w.o.)
(w.o.)

Myers (h) }M~D&
Peel-Yates (b) (15-3) (15-8)

}ElliS,D.E.
ElIis, D. E. (g) (w.o.)

Pilkington (g)
Davies (d)

}Davies (w.o.)
(15-1) (15-6)

Hutchison (d)

}~"OBramall (b) (15-0) (15-0)
} Pilkington

Pilkington (g) (w.o.)
Pilkington

Whiteway (b) (15-2) (15-2)

)WM'~' }N.-Walker (b) (15-10) (15-7) Williams, H. P.

Marshall (d) } (15-3) (15-5)
Williarns,H. P.

Williams, H. P_ (b) (w.o.)
Pilkington

Dodgson (b) (15-2) (15-3)

}Wh"'Gfu }Whyte, G. A. (g) (IS-I) (IS-I)
Whyte, G. A.

Skinner (b) } (15-7) (15-6)
Skinner (w.o.)

Murray (f)
Whyte, G. A.

Macdonald (f) (15·1) (15-0)lOW_RN}
Chignell, R. N. (h) (15-3) (15-3)

Chignell, R. N.
Wadham(f) } (w.o.)

Wadham
Bartlett (g) (15-0) (IS-I)
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The House Pairs Competition :-

School House 'I A"
} Parry-J ones'

Parry-Jones' (15-5) (15-6)

}"=JOO,"School House 11 B "
}Thonpsou.s (w.o.)

(0-15) (15-12) (15-11)

Tbompson's
Ross'a

Barlow's
}Barlow's

}R='
Hey's (15-6) (15·6)

Rass'
} Ross·.

Eldertou's

CRICKET.

SCHOOL v. SHERBORNE C.C.

Played on the Upper on Saturday. May 14th. and WOn hy 5 wickets.
The Town batted first and scored freely against an unimpressive School attack, E. ]. Freeman scoring particularly

well, and the first wicket fell when Chignell in his first over bowled B. P. Piggiu. R. S. Thompson then helped Freeman
to add 67 mOre runs before he was bowled by Earls-Davis. F. King did his best to score quickly and when Freeman was
well caught at the wicket, Mr. Elderton declared.

The School had just over two hours to get the runs and started both badly and slowly. Humphreys was SOon out,
and Ricketts was caught attempting to score fast: Courtenay was easily stumped and three wickets were down for 40,
but Chignell and Watson, playing carefully at first, gradually got on top, and when Chignell was out at 110, he had put
the School on the road to victory. Henderson scored his runs in under half-an-hour, and Watson, if slower, was sound,
and played a very encouraging innings. Henderson finally made the winning hit in the last over.

SHERBORNE e.c.
B. P. Piggin, b Chignell
E. J. Frlll'man, c Griffin b Ricketts
R. S. Thompson, b Earls-Davis
F. King, c Henderson b Earls-Davis
F. D. Scott, run out
H. F. W. Holmes, not out ...

P. D. Forsythe, J. Ash, C. J. P. C. Jowett,
J Waltham and M. B. Elderton, did not bat.

Extras

Total (for 5 wickets declared)

32
95
23

4
7
2

9

172

SCHOOL.

P. H. Humphreys, b King ...
G. W. L Courtenay, st Elderton b Waltham
D. F. Ricketts, c Jowett b King
R. F. S. Chignell, c Thompson b King
H. L. Watson, c Elderton b Waltham
1. Henderson, not out
F. A. Coombe, not out
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, H. D. C. Bashlord,
F. E. Slingsby and P. S. D. Griffin, did not bat

Extras

Total (for 5 wickets)

1
23
13
47
46
33
o

10

173

SCHOOL v. DORSET RANGERS.

Played on the Upper on Tuesday, May 28th-Match drawn.
The School won the toss and batted first on a very easy wicket and runs came fast. Ninety-three were scored in

an hour before lunch for the loss of Courtenay's ,,'1cket. Neither Tasker or Courtenay were afraid to attack the bowling,
whicb was steady if not hostile, but Williams was shaky at first, and it was a long time before he really got going. When
Tasker was out at 121, Chignell, whose 41 included eight fours, and then Ricketts, set about the bowling and scored very
fast, and when the School declared at a quarter to four, Williams, who was batting at the end in his hest form was still
not out. Two hundred and seventy-seven was a lot of runs in two and three-quarter hours, and the Rangers were left
with five minutes longer in which to get the runs. Against accurate bowling and keen fielding they never looked like getting
them, and, indeed, at one time it seemed as if the School might win, for there was still an hour left for play when the score
stood at 110 for 6. However, the Rev. R. M. Chadwick and F. C. Jarchow withstood all attempts by the School bowlers
to dislodge them, and stumps were eventually drawn early when all hopes of a finish had disappeared.

This was a very encouraging match for so early in the season as the batting proved itself powerful, and tbe bowling,
although not exactly hostile, except in the case of Bashford, gave very little away. Score:-
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SCHOOL.
A. L. A. Tasker, c Tindall b Harrison
G. W. L. Courtenay, c TindaII b Harrison
S. F. St. M. Williams, not out
R. F. S. Chignell, c Harrison b Simonds
D. F. Ricketts, c Busk b Partridge
F. A. Coombe, b Watson
I. Henderson, not out

H. J. C. Basbford, M. R. G. Earls-Davis, P. H.
Humphreys and P. S. D. Griffin, did not bat.

Extras

67
41
73
41
45

3
2

5

DORSET RANGERS.

Capt. H. C. Partridge, b Bashford
J. R. Watson, c Griffin b Humphreys
J. E. W. Scougall, b Bashford
Capt, H. H. Hayes, st Griffin b Bashford
Capt. R. M. H. Simonds, b Bashford
Rev. R. M. Cbadwick, not out
D. P. L. Tindall, b Coombe
F. C. Jarchow, not out
Capt. R. D. Busk, A. M. Harrison and
C. ]. P. C. Jowett, did not bat.

Extras

115

19
26
26
27
o

33
2

23

9

Total (for 5 wickets declared) 277 Total (for 6 wickets)

SCHOOL. BOWLING AVERAGES. DORSET RANGERS.

O. M. R. W. O. M. R.
Busk 11 2 49 0 Earls-Davis 11 1 33
Harrison 23 6 84 2 Bashford ... 14 5 37
Jarchow 3 0 28 0 Chignell 10 1 27
Jowett 5 1 23 0 Humphreys 15 3 44
Simonds 7 0 36 I Williams 3 2 11
Partridge 6 0 41 I Coombe 3 I 4
Watson 3 0 11 1

165

W.
o
4
o
1
o
I

SCHOOL v. BLUNDELLS.

The School beat Blundells at BlundeIIs on May 28th by 131 runs.
Chignell won the toss and decided to bat on a slow, dead v.icket. Tasker and Courtenay opened well and had

sCaled 68 in half-an-hour before rain came down very hard to pnt a stop to cricket until 2 o'clock. Soon after the restart
Tasker was bowled by a full pitch and a collapse set in. Seven wickets fell while only 43 runs were added. Miller, a slow
off-break bowler, was responsible. He bowled a steady length to three short legs, and it was left to Williams, supported
first by Coombe and than by Earls-Davis, to come to the rescue. Earls-Davis batted particnlarly well for his 55, which
included five sixes.

Blundells had twenty minutes batting before tea and scored 12 for the loss of one wicket, Earls-Davis holding a
good catch in the gully. The School bowling was accurate and BlundeUs never looked like going for the runS. Instead
wickets fell rapidly, and 9 were down for 46. The last pair doubled the score and gave us a fright, but the School were
not to be denied and Humphreys took the last wicket with 50 minutes still left for play.

The School fielding to some rather negative batting was good and Griffin kept wicket well. The bowling, too, was
always on top, and Humphreys, Bashford and ChigneII all finished with creditable analyses. Score:-

SCHOOL. BLUNDELLS.

A. L. A. Tasker, b Bloy 29 C. G. B. Gidley, c Earls-Davis, b Bashford 0
G. W. L. Courtenay, b Miller 54 W. J. P. Oluey, b Bashford 5
S. F. St. M. WilIiams, run out 38 A. W. D. Beale, c Williams b ChigneU 13
R. F. S. Chignell, c Strickland b Miller 5 D. Chapman, c Earls-Davis b Humphreys 9
D. F. Ricketts, c Strickland b Miller 2 G. J. Habgood, c Griffin b Bashford 4
I. Henderson, b Miller I B. A. Miller, b Humphreys 0
F. A. Coombe, st Beale b Miller 20 P. P. Bloy, Lb.w. b Humphreys 2
H. J. C. Bashford, b Gifford 3 D. G. Strickland, b Humphreys 37
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, b Oluey 55 G. J. C. Sumner, c Ricketts b Chignell 0
P. H. Humphreys, b Oluey 4 T. T. Cresswell, b Chignell 1
P. S. D. Griffin, not out 2 A. A. K. Gifford, not out 14

Extras 12 Extras 9

Total 225 Total 94

SCHOOL. BOWLING AVERAGES.

O. M. R. W.
Gidley 5 0 12 0 Earls-Davis

Cresswell 3 0 22 0 Bashford .. ,

Gifford 11 0 53 I Humphreys
Miller 23 8 51 5 Chignell
Bloy 13 2 51 I Tasker
Oluey 7.2 I 19 2
Chapman ;1 I S Q

BLUNDELLS.
O. M.

7 3
17 5

12.2 5
6 2
5 1·

R.
10
26
14
14
21

W.
o
3
4
3
Q
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11

7
15
24
51
11
93
10
16
36
7
9

c Bashford b Williams
c Ricketts b Bashford
c Courtenay b Bashford
l.b.w. b Earls-Davis
b Earls-Davis
b Earls-Davis
l.b.w. b Bashford
b Humphreys
st Griffin b Tasker
l.b.w. b Earls-Davis
not out
Extras (byes 5, I-byes 5,

no-ball 1)

2
16
o
1
3

27
o
5
6
5
o
5

SCHOOL V. TOKBRIDGE.

The School played Tonbridge on the Upper on Friday and Saturday, June 3rd and 4th, and won by 5 wickets.
Tonbridge won the toss, and after some hesitation decided to bat on a wicket that was lifeless and easy, and were

all out in an hour-and-three-quarters for 70. It seemed and was incredible. Bashford bowled quite brilliantly in a long
opening spell, and again to finish off the innings, and his six wickets cost only 19 runs. The only opposition to the School
bowlers came from the two lefthanders, Leahy and Welford, but when Bashford came on a second bme he bowled Welford
with his second ball, and the remainder were soon out. Bashford took the first wicket with a fnll toss, Henderson taking
a great catch at cover with his left hand, and with Tonbridge completely failing to survive the shock of a woefnl start the
School were left with twenty minutes batting before lunch, during which time Tasker and Courtenay scored 18 runs. After
lunch they continued serenely and it seemed as if nothing would remove either of them. Once or twice Courtenay called
Tasker for very risky runs, and eventually at 114 he tried it once too often, and Tasker who had played with supreme
confidence was run out. Courtenay and then Williams were out soon afterwards, but Chignell and Ricketts added 60
runs before the latter was run out. Five wickets then fell for the addition of only nine runs, but Coombe and Humphreys
retrieved the situation, bf"fore Coombe was bowled in jumping out to Yeats-Brown. Tonbridge had an hour·and-a-quarters'
batting at the end of the day and lost three wickets for 68 runs.

The weather forecast was prophesying rain on the next day, and the School were almost resigned to being deprived
of their first victory against Tonbridge, a victory that we all felt to be well within our grasp. However, Saturday dawned
fine and warm, in marked contrast to Friday, which had been bitterly cold and windy.

Bashford took a wicket with the third ball of the day, Courtenay holding a sharp catch in the gully, and victory
seemed certain. But the School bowlers toiled for another two-and-a-half hours and had only two wickets as a reward,
and Tonbridge went in to lunch with their score standing at 201 for 6. Welford was 85 not out. He had batted well,
but he was given two lives and the School had lost their grip on the game. The bowling had been steady and accurate,
but something more than accuracy is needed to take wickets against a side that is intent on saving a game. However,
the new ball inspired Earls-Davis, who took three quick wickets, including those of Welford and Wood, who had added
97 in a very plucky stand, and again the game had swung in favour of the School. But Jenkins and Dew, the last pair,
were stubborn, and it was only after another forty minutes that Tasker induced Jenkins out of his crease for Griffin to do
the rest.

The School had 85 minutes to score 99 runs-an easy enough task, or so it seemed, but whether it was because
there was at last a chance of beating Tonbridge, or through natural impetuosity, Conrtenay, Rit::ketts and Chignell were
all out to unv..'Orthy strokes. However, Coombe and Tasker were equal to the situation and the runs were hit off with 7
minutes to spare. Coombe's innings, the best that he has played this year, included a six and five fours and he scored
the winning single amid intense excitement.

A great match and a great victory and Fortune forgave us in the end. But she gave us some very anxious moments.
Scores :- TONBRIDGE.

R. H. Creasey, c Henderson b Bashford
G. R. Leahy, b Williams
P. Pettman, b Bashford
P. G. C. Wood, b Earls-Davis
D. G. Yeats-Brown, I.b.w. b Bashford
C. L. Welford, b Bashford
M. P. Rose-Price, c Tasker b Williams
B. A. Willis, not out
J. L. Jenkins, l.b.w. b Earls·Davis
J. L. Rampton, c Courtenay b Bashford
J. A. Dew, b Bashford

Extras (byes 4, wide 1)

Total 70 Total 290

SCHOOL.

A. L. A. Tasker, run out
G. W. L. Courtenay, b Rampton
S. F. St. M. Williams, c Creasey b Wood
R. F. S. Chignell, eRose-Price b Wood
D. F. Ricketts, run out
I. Henderson,l.b.w. Rampton
F. A. Coombe, b Yeats-Brown
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, b Wood
H. J. C. Bashford, b Rampton
P. H. Humphreys, not out
P. S. D. Griffin, c Willis b Yeats-Brown

Extras (byes 3, wides 4)

43
80
10
31
30
o

27
o
4

27
3
7

c Wood b Yeats-Brown
l.b.w. Rampton
b Rampton ...
b Rose-Price
st Dewb Wood
not out
not out

J'''=''''''
Extras (wide 1)

38
o

10
6
2
1

43

Total 262 (for 5 wickets) 101
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BOWLING AVERAGES.

TONBRIDGE-lST INNINGS. 2ND INNINGS.

o. M. R. W. o. M. R. W.
Earls-Davis 10 4 10 2 25 6 57 4
Bashford 12 4 19 6 37 12 81 3
Chignell 3 1 17 0 17 2 25 0
Humphrevs 6 1 9 0 27 8 60 1
Williams 5 2 10 2 5 0 21 1
Coombe 2 1 4 0
Tasker 13 4 31 1

SCHOOL-1sT INNINGS. 2ND INNINGS.

o. M. R. W. o. M. R. W.
Rose-Price 20 5 55 0 6 0 31 I
Rampton ... IS 2 47 3 7 1 24 2
Yeats-Brown 16 I 98 2 6 0 19 1
Wood IS 2 47 3 7 I 22 I
Willis 2 0 8 0

SCHOOL v. SOMERSET STRAGGLERS.

58
31
43
o
1

14
8

44
6

SCHOOL.

A. L. A. Tasker, b Ross
G. W. L. Courtenay, c Hayward b Ross
S. F. St. M. Williams, not out
R. F. S. Chignell, b Ross
D. F. Ricketts, c Burrough bRass
I. Henderson, b Ross
F. A. Coombe, b Ross
~l. R. G. Earls-Davis, b C. S. Watson
H. ]. C. Bashford, not out
P. H. Humphreys and P. S. D. Griffin

did not bat.

37
24
o

37
10
13
6

12
3

10

Played on the Upper on June 11th and won by 4 wickets.
The Stragglers batted first and opened confidently, both batsmen finding runs easy to get, and it was not until

after five minutes before the luncheon interval that P. H. Luffman was caught at mid-on off a full pitch. lmmediately
afterwards Ricketts bowled R. E. Yates, and the Score at the interval was 61 for 2. wickets. After lunch wickets feU
regularly. Bashford took the vital one when he bowled J. C. P. Madden-Gaskell with a very good ball, and then Chignell
and Tasker each took three \\'ickets. Major \Varry was in for a long time and when be was Qut the last wicket gave some
<lifficulty until Tasker induced C. A. Burrough to send a catch to mid-off.

The School had plenty of time to get the runs and Tasker and Courtenay again gave us one of their customary
starts. Courtenay was eventually caught on the square-leg boundary and Tasker was out soon afterwards for an e~cellent

58. Two more wickets fell <;uickly, and with the score at 140 for 6 w1ckets the match was still open. But Williams was
still batting and with Earls-Davis, who hit very hard, soon hit off the runs. Scores;-

SO~IERSET STRAGGLERS.

J. C. P. Madden-Gaskell, b Bashford
P. H. Luffman, c Bashford b Humphreys
R. E. Yates, b Ricketts
Major H. E. Warry, l.b.w. b Chignell
Major A. C. G. Luther, b Humphreys
R. S. Thompson, c Tasker b ChigneIl
E. Ross, b Tasker
C. A. Burrough, c Chignell b Tasker
R. C. Hayward, c Henderson b Chignell
J. R. Watson, not out

Extras 8 Extras 11

Total 160 Total (for 7 w1ckets) 216

BOWLI~G AVERAGES.

SOMERSET STRAGGLERS. SCHOOL.

O. M. R. W. O. M. R. W.
Earls-Davis 8 1 27 0 C. S. Watson 6 1 36 1
Bashford 17 2 40 1 Warry 4 0 23 0
CbigneU 11 2 31 3 Ross 20 1 83 6
Humphreys 10 3 22 2 Thompson 5 1 10 0
Ricketts 4 1 8 1 J. R. Watson 10 2 21 0
Tasker 10.1 3 24 3 Hayward 4 0 26 0

Madden·Gaskell 1 0 7 0

SCHOOL v. FREE FORESTERS.'

Played on the Upper on June 14th, and left drawn.
Chignell won the toss and sent the Foresters in to bat on an easy wicket, and at lunch time it seemed that he was

justified, for the School had captured 7 wickets for 90 luns. The first three fell to EarIs-Davis and Bashford for only 9
runs, bnt gradually, thanks to the steady batting of I. N. Brettell,the score improved and after lunch R Eglington supported
first by I. M. Waters and then by G. G. Hill, took the score to 252. The School bowling never wilted and the fielding was
always keen, but when Eglington gets set on the Upper it takes some very good bowling to remove him.
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The School had a possible two hours and three-quarters in which to get the runs, but the bowling of the opposition
was too steady. Tasker and Courlenay gave us a good start and with Williams and Chignell together we were not far
behind the clock, but when these two were out trying to force the pace, all hope of a finish had gone and stumps were
drawn after Henderson had hit three successive fours off Eglington. Scores:-

FREE FORESTERS.

M. N. H. Harbottle, b Bashford
J. R. Watson, I.b.w. b Earls-Davis
H. J. Mogg, b Earls-Davis
I. N. Brettell, c Bashford b Ricketts
H. F. W. Fox, b Ricketts
R. J. Woollatt, c Griffin b Bashford ...
J. B. Wbeatley, c Earls-Davi., b Bashford
G. F. Earle, b Bashford
R. Eglington, b Earls-Davis
1. M. Waters, l.b.w. b Tasker
G. G. Hill, not out

Extras

Total

3
I
o

54
12
22

5
13
86
25
19
12

252

SCHOOL.

A. L. A. Tashr, c Wheatley b Woo11att
G. W. L. Courtenay, b Woo11att
S. F. St. M. Williams, b Waters
R. F. S. Chigne11, b Hill
D. F. Ricketts, l.b.w. b Harbottle
I. Henderson, not out

F. A. Coombe, M. R. G. Earls-Davis,
H. J. C. Bashford, P. H. Humphrey, and
and P. S. D. Griffin, did not bat.

Extras

Total (for 5 wickets)

48
50
19
22
9

17

11

176

BOWLING AVERAGES.

FREE FORESTERS. SCHOOL.

O. M. R. W. O. M. R. W.
Earls-Davis ... 12.2 1 35 3 Waters 12 3 35 1
Bashford 20 2 71 4 Woo11att 14 1 47 2
Chignell 5 0 22 0 Hill 9 2 111 1
Humphreys 11 0 40 0 Wbeatiey 4 0 21 0
Ricketts 6 0 27 2 Earle 6 0 19 0
Tasker 12 3 34 1 Harbottle 2 0 5 1
Coombe 1 0 11 0 Eglington 2 0 20 0

SCHOOL v. 0.55.

Played On the Upper on June 18th; and lost by 186 runs.

On winning the toss Chigne11 sent the 0.55. in to bat, a decision of which he was to be profoundly regretful at the
end of the day. Glennie and Wilkinson opened confidently, and the former seemed to have eliminated bis famous H mid
on drive" which earned him so many runs last year. With the score at 50 Wilkinson was caught by Watson at mid-on,
and then it began to rain so that no more play was possible until 2.30. The 0.55. went all out for quick runs on a wicket
that was taking spin, and although they lost wickets tbey were able to declare at 225 for 9, leaving the School two hours
and-a-'iuarter to get the runs. Over their attempts to get them it would be polite to draw a veil. Atone time the score
board read 3·6-0. The wicket was not easy and D. Evans was bowling very well, but no excuse, other than pathetically
poor batting, can account for a score of 39. Evans took 5 wickets in 8 balls and his final analysis was 7 for 18. Earls
Davis, the only member of the side to reach double figures was dropped twice in making 13 ! Scores :-

0.55.
lI!. 5. Glennie, c Hunphreys b Tasker
T. B. Wilkinson, c \Vatson b Bashford
K. E. Meredith, b Tasker
W. D. Eldridge, b Bashford
R. Eglington, st Griffin b Humphreys
R. C. Eglington, c Henderson b Humphreys
C. D. B. Smith, b Bashford
J. A. TaIlent, b Bashford
R. S. Llewelyn, not out
Capt. H. C. Partridge, c Rickett. b Bashford

D. Evans and O. Clarke, did not bat.
Extra.

Total (for 9 declared)

43
37

3
38
25
15
IS
o

27
13

9

225

SCHOOL.

A. L. A. Tasker, c Llewelyn b Evans
G. W. L. Courtenay, b R. C. Eglington
S. F. St. lit. Williams, C & b Evans
R. F. 5. Chignell, b Evans
D. F. Ricketts, c & b Evans
I. Henderson, c Glennie b Evans
F. A. Coombe, b R. C. Eglington
H. L. Watson, c R. Eglington b R. C. Eglington
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, c Wilkinson b Evans
H. J. C. Bashford, b R. C. Eglington
P. H. Humphreys, not out
P. 5. D. Griffin, b Evans

Extras

Total

o
2

1
o
o
o
6
3

13
4
5
4
1

39
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BOWLING A VERAGES~

0.55. SCHOOL.

O. Ill. R. W. O. Ill. R. W.
Earls-Davis ... 8 0 33 0 Evans 10 3 18 7
Bashford 17 4 53 S R. C. Eglington 9 2 20 4
Chignell 6 2 18 0
Humphreys 13 I 72 2
Tasker 11 2 40 2

13

9
27

101
22
o

17
13
12
6

G. S. Wills and PowelI, did not bat.
Extras

1Il.C.C.
C. Willoughby, b ChigneIl
P. Johnson, run out
B. R. ~l. Hayles, st Griffin, b Henderson
H. F. W. Fox, c Williams b Tasker
E. L. Proud, b Bashford
Young, C Bashford b Henderson
Rev. G. L. O. Jessop, c Tasker b Humphreys
\Vatkins, not out
Capt. R. D. Busk, not out

5
7
5

5

6
3

26
19
SO
33
10Extras

SCHOOL v. II1.C.C.
Played on the Upper on June 20th, and lost by 6 wicket,.
The School won the toss and started disastrously to the howling of Young and Watkins. Perhaps it was Saturday's

score that was still haunting them, but the first 7 wickets were down for 42 runs, before Coombe and Bashford partially
retrieved the situation, and at lunch time the score was 100 for 9. An early defeat seemed imminent, but Humphreys
and Griffin thought otherwise, and batted like an opening pair. They added 77 runs in exactly an hour before \Vatkins
bowled Griffin. Humphreys, apart from a chance in the deep early on was complete master of all the bowling and played
his best innings this year.

With Earls-Davis absent, Chignell opened the bowling with Bashford, and in his second over clean bowled
C. '~lilloughby. Then at 83 Henderson threw down the wicket from cover to run out P. ]ohnsoD J al'd H. F. \V. Fox was
caught at short-leg. But all hopes of a collapse were dispelled by B. R. M. Hayles and Young, who took the score to
beyond our total before Hales was stumped for a brilliant century. The School were not disgraced in the field though
some of the ground fielding was not very clean, and Humphreys and Williams both bowled steadily-but there was little
real venom in the attack. Scores:-

SCHOOL.

A. L. A. Tasker, c Hayles b Young
G. W. L. Courtenay, st Hayles b Watkins
S. F. St. Ill. Williams, I.b.w. b Young
R. F. S. Chignell,l.b.w. b Young
H. L. \Vatsan, l.b.w. b Young
D. F. Ricketts, c Hayles b Watkins
I. Henderson, c Hayles b Watkins
F. A. Coombe, c PowelI b Watkins
H. J. C. Bashford, not out
P. H. Humphreys, not out
P. S. D. Griffin, b Watkins

Total 170 Total (for 7 wickets) 220

BO\\'"LISG AVERAGES.

SCHOOL. ~1.C.C.

O. ~l. R. W. O. M. R. W.

Young 23 5 59 3 Bashford 14 3 51 I

Watkins 21.2 6 49 7 Chignell 5 I 20 I

Powell 7 I 24 0 Ricketts 3 0 30 0

Capt. R. D. Busk 5 I 14 0 Humphreys 10 0 43 I

Rev. G. L. O. lessop 4 I 14 0 Williams 8 2 17 0
Tasker 9 I 33 I
Henderson 4 0 13 2

SCHOOL V. RADlEY.

Played at Radley on June 24th and 25th, and lost by 3 wickets.
Chignell won the toss, but Tasker and Courtenay were soon out, the latter to a brilliant catch at short-leg. Williams

and Chignell were not to be hurried and runs came slowly against an accurate attack, and just when it seemed that they
would be together at the interval Chignell was bowled by a yorker. He had never looked entirely comfortable, but he
and Williams had recovered from an awkward position. Williams was out i=ediately after lunch and the wickets
began to tumble. The rest of the School batting with the exception of Henderson,was poor, and the innings closed at
195. Radley -had 50 minutes batting before tea and lost 3 wickets, all to·Earls·Davis for 40 runs. Two more wickets
fell ~uickly but Birks and Ruck·Keene in a stand of exactly lOO pulled the game round. Birks batted exceptionally
well for his 80, and never gave a chance, but Ruck-Keene should have been caught early on and again in the forties. After
Birks was caught at short-leg there began a struggle for first innings lead, and when the last man came in their total was
193. Morris hit one four and was then well caught by Courtenay--Radley thus leading by 2 runs. Tasker and Humphreys
had 10 minutes' batting at the end of the day and survived the awkward period easily. The Scllool fielding dnring Radley's
innings was not up to standard. There was too much apparent tiredness and runs were given away by careless throwing.
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The School collapsed badly on the second morning. Five wickets were down for 21 before Coombe and Henderson
stopped the rot. Henderson batted very well and was last out for a most useful 37. He was content to wait for the bad
balls, and there were not many of them, off which to score runs, and without his innings our score might have been small
indeed.

Radley had plenty of time in which to score lOO runs, but the wicket was not easy and they had to fil(ht all the
way. The School bowling, backed up by keen fielding gave very little away, but after 4 ",;ckets had fallen for 40, McIntosh
and Fergusson added 39 precious runs before Humphreys broke the partnership. With 7 men out for 83 the game was
still open, but the necessary runs were hit off and an even game had been lost by 3 wickets.

The batting of both sides was disappointing. The pitch was lively but never really difficult, although both Earls
Davis and Birks made the ball rise awkwardly at times. The School fielding improved on the second day, and Griffin
was always good behind the wicket. Scores.

SCHOOL.
1ST INNINGS.

A. L. A. Tasker, tb.w. b Hughes·Cooper 17
G. W. L. Courtenay, c Morriss b Hughes-Cooper 1
S. F. St. M. Williams, c Grosvenor b Birks 45
R. F. S. Chignell, b Birks n. 51
P. H. Humphreys, b Hughes-Cooper 8
D. F. RickeUs, c Hughes·Cooper b Morris 6
I. Hendelson, c Pearson b McIntosh 20
F. A. Coombe, b Morris 8
M. R. G. Earls-Davis, c Fergusson b Morris 16
H. ]. C. Bashford, not out 4
P. S. D. Griffin, I.b.w. b Morris I

Extras 18

Total 195

RAnLEY.

2ND INNINGS.

c Morris b Hughes-Cooper
c Grosvenor b Mclntosh
l.b.w. b Morris
b Hughes·Cooper
c Morris b Hughes-Cooper
b Morris
c Grosvenor b Morris
b Hughes-Cooper n.
c Campbdl b Morris
c sub. b Morris
not out

Extras

Total

8
6
2
6
3
o

37
14

8
o
5

12

101

1ST INNINGS.

Ko C. Morriss, lb.w. b Earls-Davis
P. A. Cantlay, I.b.w. b Bashford
Hon. H. R. Grosvenor, tb.w. b Earls·Da,;s
H. W. McIntosh, c Ricketts b Earls-Davis
D. T. M. Birks, c Coombe b Earls-Davis
C. C. Fergusson, c Chignell b Tasker
H. W. A. Ruck·Keene, st Griffin, b Humphreys
G. T. Pearson, b Earls-Davis
]. S. Hughes-Cooper, b Bashford
P. B. Morris, c Courtenay b Earls-Davis
A. W. M. Campbell, not out

Extras

2ND INNINGS.

3 b Bashfoed
13 tb.w. b Bashford
13 b Bashford

7 c Bashford b Humphreys
80 b Bashford

1 c Humphreys b Earls·Davis
67 not out

7 b Earls·Davis
o not out

~ Jdid not bat.

2 Extras n.

3
19
9

26
o

23
7
o

11

4

Total 197 Total (for 7 wickets) 102

BOWLING AVERAGES.
SCHOOL.

1ST INNINGS. 2ND INNINGS.

O. M. R. W. O. M. R. W.
HUl!:hes-Cooper 20 6 42 3 12 I 27 4
Birks 21 5 33 2
Morris 18 8 36 4 16 4 34 5
Campbell 11 0 47 0 6 1 21 0
McIntosh 9 2 19 1 3 1 6 1

RAnLEY.
1ST INNINGS. 2Nr. INNINGS.

O. M. R. W. O. M. R. W.
Earls-Davis 18 3 65 6 14 4 33 2
Bashford 11 4 19 2 14 3 49 4
Humphreys 12 4 39 1 4 1 4 1
ChigueII 4 0 14 0 4 2 12 0
Tasker 10 0 44 1
Ricketts 2 0 15 0
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SCHOOL V. WESTMINSTER.

Played on the Upper on Tuesday and Wednesday, June 28th and 29th, and won by an innings and 171 luns.

The School inflicted a heavy defeat on Westminster in a match that was played throughout in a strong wind.
Westminster won the toss and batted first, but were all out before lunch for 83. Gawtborne, from whom we were expecting
the annual century, was bowled early on by Bashford, and the rest of the side, with the exception of F. F. Calway, who
hit the ball very hard at the end of the innings, put up very little resistance. The School bowling was steady, but it was
mu...h flattered by some very indeterminate battin~.

\Vhen Tasker and Conrtenay opened, T110S came freely, and both batsmen seemed to have recovered their confidence.
The score wa~ 133 before Tasker was well caught at short-leg. Courtenay was out soon afterwards. Neither innings
had been absolutely chanceless, but the School had been given an encouraging start. Williams and Chignell carried on
until Wi11iams was caught at the wicket playing a somewhat feeble stroke. Chignell and Ricketts were still together at
tea-time and the score was 227 for 3. Chignell attacked the bowling afterwards and added 24 to his score in ten minutes
before being cau:;ht at the wicket, and Henderson just had time to score a run before the rain came down and put a stop
to cricket for the day. The School batted for another half·hour on Wednesday morning and lost three more wickets,
whilst going for quick runs, hefore Chignell declared to give Westminster an hour-and-a-half before lunch. Again
Gawthorne's somewhat unfortunate dismissal seemed to unsettle his side. He was well run out. owing to a misunder
standing, by Henderson, and the remainder collapsed for 51. Calway, the only person to show any resistance in the first
innings, was also run out before scoring. and Humphreys disposed of the tail in a somewhat summary fashion, coming out
with the impressive analysis of :~ for 4. Scores:-

WESTMINSTER.

1ST INNINGS.

P. P. Gawthome, b Bashford
K. V. Lewis, c Humphreys b Chignell
B. V. I. Greenish, Lb.w. b Earls Davis
E. M. H. Wilkinson, b Tasker
E. S. Meyer, c Basbford b Humphreys
K. G. Neal, b Eatls-Davis ...
P. Goatly, Lb.w. b Bashford
F. F. Calway, not out
A. F. Taylor, 5t Irvine b Bashford
P. C. Eyre, b Bashfod
M. L. Patterson, b Bashford

Extras

Total

7
9
8
7
7
1
3

32
5
o
o
4

83

2ND INNINGS.

run out
c Chignell b Bashiord
l.b.lV. b Bashford
I.b. w. b Chi~lIell

fur. out
b Humphreys
c Earls-Davis b BasMord
run out
not out
b Humphreys
b Humphreys

Extras

Total

6
(\

3
8

13
3

12
o
o
o
(\

6

51

SCHOOL.

A. L. A. Tasker, c Taylor b Eyre ... 72
G. W. L. Courtenay, c Goatly b NeaI 69
S. F. St. M. Wi11iams, c Goatly b Eyre 21
R. F. S. Chi~nell, c GoatIy b Eyre 79
D. F. Ricketts, c Taylor b CallVay 32
1. Henderson, c Calway b Eyre 2
F. A. Coombe, not out 16
M. R. G. Earls·Davis, b Calway 2
P. H. Humphreys, not out 7
P. G. A. Irvine and H. ]. C. Bashford did not bat.

Extras 5

Total (for 7 wickets declared) 305

Earls-Davis
Bashford
Chignell
Humphreys
Tasker

BOWLING AV~RAGES.

WESTMINSTER.
1ST INNINGS.

O. M. R. W.
10 7 10 2
13 6 34 5

7 2 17 I
7 2 10 I
3 0 8 I

o.
8

11
6
3

2ND INNINGS.
M. R. W.

3 IS 0
5 17 3
4 9 I
I 4 3
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Eyre
Taylor
Patterson
Greenish
Calway
Neal

SCHOOL.
O.
28
10

7
9
9
5

M.
5
o
o
1
o
o

R.

98
50
46
48
31
27

W.
4
o
o
o
2
1

SCHOOL t'. CLIFTON.

o
7

34
60

4
19
16

2
5
2

Extras

SCHOOL.
A. L. A. Tasker, b Cleghom
G. W. L. Courtenay, c Jones b Whatley
S. F. Si. M. Williams, b Moreland
R. F. S. Chignell, c G. Gibbs b N Gibbs
D. F. Ricketts, c & b N. Gibbs
I. HendersoD, b Fraser
F. A. Coombe, not out
M. R. G. Earls·Davis, b Cleghorn
P. G. A. Irvine, b Fraser
P. H. Humphreys, not out
H. J. C. Bashford did not bat

3
16
4
o

13
24
13
44
21
o

49
9Extras

Played at Clifton on July 2nd and left drawn.
The School renewed a fixture with Clifton after·a break of 50 years, and an even, if somewhat undistinguished

game, eventually ended in an interesting draw. On winning the toss Chignell sent Clifton in to bat on an easy paced wicket,
which was slower than the Upper wicket, and very soon Bashford had taken 3 wickets, all clean bowled, and with Chignell
taking another, Clifton had lost four wickets for 29. P. F. S. Jones and R. F. Pack improved the situation slightly, but
at lunch time the score was 100 for 7 and the School were on top. After lunch two more wickets fell quickly, but then
there began one of those last wicket stands to which we are bee-oming so accustomed. Chignell tried alf his regular bowlers
in an effort to break the partnership, which Humphreys eventually succeeded in doing in an unsatisfactory manner
N. Gibbs playing on to a ball outside his leg stump. The School had fielded well and keenly, but there were one or two
catehes which should have been accepled.

There were two-aud-three-quarter hours in which to get the runs, and thunder was threatening in the distance.
Ccurtenay began with two streaky strokes over slips' heads and Tasker was soon bowled by W. 1. Cleghom. Rain came
down ten minutes before the tea interval and delayed play for twenty minutes. Immediately afterwards Courtenay
was out attempting to pull a short ball, and Chignell and Williams had to e~ercise caution for a time. Chignell was nearly
run out before he scored, but he soon settled down to score at a respectable pace. Williams was very slow and unenter..
prising for a while, and when he was eventually bowled the School were behind the clock. Ricketts was soon out, and
with Henderson in Chignell threw all caution to the winds and went for the runs. Henderson, too, scored at a fast pace,
but wben both these were out, and we were still not up with the clock, it was suicide to attempt any more and Ccombe
successfully played out time with Hllmphreys. Scores:-

CLIFTON.
P. Kinnersley, b Bashford
W. H. Moreland, b Bashford
V. M. D. Bowen, b Chignell
G. A. Gibbs, b Bashtord
R. F. Pack, c Earls-Davis b Humphreys
P. F. S. Jones, b Humphreys
C. E. N. Hooper, b Tasker
N. Gibbs, b Humphreys
W. 1. Cleghom, c Chignell b Earls-Davis
W. D. Whatley, b Earls-Davis
D. S. Fraser, not out

Total 196 Total (for 8 wickets) 150

BOWLING AVERAGES.
CLIFTON. SCHOOL.

O. Ill. R. W. O. M. R. W.
Earls-Davis 16 7 41 2 Cleghom 14 3 39 2
Bashford 28 10 51 3 Whatley 8 3 13 1
Chignell 11 1 25 1 Fraser 9 0 41 2
Humphreys 16 6 31 3 N. Gibbs 13 4 35 2
Tasker 14 3 39 1 Moreland 7 1 21 1
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CORRESPONDENCE.

123

(The Editors decline to be necessarily associated with their Correposndents).

To the Editor.

DEAR SIR,

May I once more renew the appeal for better ventilation in the Lower Library. No one is
more fond of an appropriate atmosphere than myself; but an aroma which is at times more
reminiscent of the graves beneath the classroom than of the musty tomes within cannot but
have a deadening effect upon the sensibilities.

I remain, Sir, gasping, but undaunted,
AN HISTORIAN.

To the Editor of the" Shirburnian."

DEAR SIR,

Might I bring it to the notice of the right authorities that No. 1 squash (?) court is not
properly marked out?

Sir, I appeal to you; one might just as well try to play golf without holes, rugger without
a try line, cricket without a crease, or try to fish without a line, as try to play squash in a court
imperfectly marked out.

Yours hopefully,
.. RACKETEER."

DEAR SIR,

'Without wishing to be dubbed disloyal I proffer a few suggestions about our Big Schoolroom,
for which I can, at the moment, think of no better use than target practise for the R.A.F.

\Vhat justification is there for it? Surely not aesthetic ?-it is the flower of Victorian
architecture of a period when the flower was sadly mouldly. Surely not utilitarian? The
place nowhere near holds the numbers required of it; it possesses an organ which cannot be
played .. wherein the fowls of the air have their habitation"; several uninspiring windows
which do not function except as wind-tunnels; a new Honours-board without any honours;
and a picture of Dr. Harper apparently writing with invisible ink.

Sir, this mausolt.um must be done away with, this ruin of a morgue must be demolished,
this archaeological horror utterly thrown down.

Yours, in hopes of Demolition,
GERT AND DAISY.

SIR,

The confusion caused by everyone walking about before Chapel gazing at the ceiling would
be ruinous. But for those whose eye sometimes appraises the beauty of our 14th century cloisters
might I suggest that the white plaster be ripped ruthlessly away to expose the old and very
beautiful brickwork doubtless there. At present the Cloisters by the Headmaster's notice-board
remind one of nothing so much as a dairy. Cleanliness, in this case, is emphatically not next to
Godliness, or its other form, beauty.

Yours, in hopes of demolition,
JOHNNY-HEAD-IN-AIR.
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POINTS FROM LETTERS.

A 2nd XI match for 0.55. not picked for the 1st team at Commemoration. (' TIT-WILLOW.')

The bicycle racks on Careys are in a bad state of disrepair. (' T.N.T.')

A School Cap for cricket to be worn instead of the present unsightly felt' tile.' (' LIABLE
TO EYESTRAIN.')

A Philatelic Club. (' TIMBROPHILE.')

More photographs m the" Shirburnian." (' ANONYMOUS.')

To abolish the P.T. Competition or hold it :
(i) at the end of the Lent term;

(ii) about a fortnight after Commemoration;
this would enable us to devote 5 or 6 weeks to the whole School mass P.T., and to produce
an entIrely new and original display. This would include some fancy marchIng, a number
of continuous exercises and a few spectacular static ones. (G.B.H.)

Soccer instead of hockey in the Easter term. Said to have a greater appeal to the majority
of the community; in addition it entails no personal expense and the rules are simpler.

\Voollen knickers instead of the present ones, which are unpleasant to wear and to look at
and have an embarrassing habit of coming off. \Voollen knickers could be worn in the
holidays and would in the long run be an economy. (G. B.H.)
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The Editors cannot sufficiently thank the School for a magnificent response to their many
pleas. Space and expense have made it impossible to publish all the contributions received.
However, this is inevitable and we cannot over-emphasise the importance of people from all
parts of the School contributing regularly. Although only a limited number of contributions
can be published, we would assure you that all contributions are greatly appreciated and only
rejected when absolutely necessary.

(N.B.-We would add that the long and obscure' poem' entitled' Glastonbury Tor: is
published by custom and not by editorial preference. The Editors recommend a glass of the
equivalent of Guinness when exhausted; indeed, this was as far as one of them even got with it !)

VERSE.
COMIC.

I.
Hitler ate up Austria,
Benito swallowed Spain;
And so at last between them
They licked the platter clean.

Ill.
Hitler had a little Hen-Iein,
He sent it to the Czechs;
But he opened up its pen-Iein
And couldn't stop its pzechs.

(That depends on you).
POLITICAL NURSERY RHYMES.

(For the politically very young).
II.

Humpty Spain sat on the wall,
Humpty Spain had a big fall ;
And all Russia's weapons and all Russia's men
Couldn't put Humpty together again.

IV.
Sing a song of Hitler, pocketful of wien,
Sing a song of l\Iusso, fobful of Spain ;
Sing a song of Simon, and 6d. on the Taxes,
All to pay for joy on the Rome-Berlin Axis.

ANTON.

A WASTED AFTERNOON.

(Couplets in the manner of Alexander Pope).

A scrap of paper pinned up on a board,
Delighting none, yet not by all abhorred,
For two hours-and-a-half the youth compels
To watch the strife (unless kind June impels
The howling winds from Aeolus' resources
And empties all the Pluvial god's wet forces).
The Poet in clean flannels forced to dwell
Dons the blue blazer and white square as well,
Leaves his retreat and with meandering gait
Comes to the barren fields a little late.
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A hard bench claims his seat, the cold his sense;
The game his mind attracts, the shop his pence;
With one eye watches he the flannelled fools,
Gavorting on the green with wooden tools;
The other scans the scarcely-moving clock,
To which the bowlers bowl and batsmen block;
And glances oft to where the cloud appears,
Frigid as heaven, yet wet as hell with tears.
One man has made one run; with the applause
The drops descend and pierce his garb like gauze.
The rain's not hard enough to stop the game,
Only to soak him and his lungs inflame.
A man's run out; around him groans ascend
And with their sinking spirits his descend;
Until the friendly god pours down a flood
Quenches the game, and turns the green to mud.
At last, the signal given to dismiss,
The Poet turns and renders one last hiss;
Laughing to see where lapping water licks
A heap of sawdust and three little sticks. A.W.

PUB-FEVER.
(With apologies to John Masefield).

I must go down to the' pub' again, to the crowded bar and the' tap:
And all I ask is a mug of beer, and a place to lay my cap,
And the liquor's taste, and the drunken song, and the barmaid's merry talk,
And going to work in the morning with a head like a stamped-on cork.

I must go down to the' pub' again, for the call of the crowded bar
Is a crazy call, and a mad call which calls me from afar;
And all I ask is a pint-and-a-half, and a gallon after that,
With a mat to put my feet on, and a place to hang my hat.

I must go down to the' pub' again, to the merry drinking bouts,
To the gambling, and the singing, and the fighting of the louts;
And all I ask is a bed of straw to fall on when I'm tight,
And a quiet sleep and a pantry-boy to wake me when it's light.

ON THE IMMINENCE OF TIME.

P.T.S,

I'm gonna be late
For my date
All because fate
(The master) would prate
Of things of state.
Of the great
Of the late
Potentate
Who ate
A whole crate
Of bananas and burst
Who was buried, re-hearsed
And re-buried, the worst

Blackamoor that ever curst.
All because fate
(The matron) would relate
Stories of boys
And their nois-
Ytoys
And the joys
Of being a parent.
It must be apparent
To all that the quarter
's just striking; I orter
Be going, I'm going,
I'm gone. ANTON.
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THE AGED

I met an aged man who sat
Hunched upon a worn old mat,
His face was long, and lean, and brown,
His arms were covered with a down
That tickled when the wind did blow,
That summer evening long ago.
• Archaic homo sapiens,
How horribly your visage tends

STRANGER.

To be all warts and skin: quoth I.
He looked up with a bleary eye,
And tried to rise, but could not 'cause
He crippled by rheumatics was!
, 'Why live so long, thou crazy gent,
Whose face is lean, whose back is bent? '
His answer like a bagpipe skirled ;
, I live to terrify the world.'
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1.
ODE TO

Hail Archegonia!
Meaningless word!
Do you mean communist?
Sponge-bag? or bird?
Speak Archegonia
Say, tell me do I
Are you a bell-tent?
A bottle of glue?

ARCHEGONIA.

2. Hail Archegonia!
You sound so absurd
Pollysyllabic and
Meaningless word.
I just can't find you out in
My Thesaurus thick.
You're disturbing my vitals
And soon I'll be sick!

VISION OF JUDGMENT.

The adamantine gates of Heaven expand
Admitting all the persecuted band,
Victims of Nazi liquidation doses,
Administered to straighten out their noses.
Peter, the Semite, greets the folk Semitic,
And cures them quickly with a strong emetic.
Now they recline in peace on Abraham's bosom;
No one within Heaven's precincts will abuse 'em.
Each Semite, once so wretched, now is happy,
Tuning a harp, and from the sacred lap he
Consigns to hell all states totalitarian
'Vhich cruelly abuse the poor Non-Aryan.
But when the Conqueror of helpless states
Arrives, demanding entrance at the gates,
(Hitler, I mean), whatever guides his course,
'Vhether he rides on bomber, tank, or horse,
'Vhether he carries stores of mustard gas,
Or a thrice-signed and triplicated pass-
'Vhen he arrives, I say, there will arise,
As loud as thunder in the summer skies,
A sound which men ,villquake at from afar.
Each Jew will tune his lute and steel guitar;
Angels will shout like reboantic Noras,
And play on sackbuts, psalteries, and horas ;
Peter will rumble sad, forbidding, dirges,
Accompanied ably by the Boanerges.
Our Adolf won't endure it. He'll skedaddle
As quickly as he can, and, nearly mad, 'll
Traverse the great abyss, till he shall come
To Hell below, his true and rightful home. A.D.S.
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SERIOUS.
(This depends on you).

(School English Verse Prize).

GLASTONBURY TOR.

(A Vision).

THE SHIRBURNIAN

Those holy hills, those sacred shrines
Of nature, found in lonely ways
Like pilgrims' crosses, or in lines
Of battlemented towers that raise
Their green pennants in a last defence
Of beauty! How men eager scale
Their sides in search of her, to see
If he who halting spoke the tale
Of her, spoke true! It comes to me,
Now years ago, how even I
Ran breathless to a certain tower
Built in the heart of England's sky,
And with no arms attacked her power,
Stormed her bold keep, and set my heart,
High like a banner on her walls.
That lonely place! Set far apart
By time and space, it calls
In words that travellers know alone,
Of past and present, phantom faces
And familiar beauties, places known
Before, recalled by all the graces
Of the present.

One day I climbed up to my throne
Among the stars already late,
Below, the sun cast misty zone
That reached up to the heaven's gate
Into the far-off dimpling sea;
To where dawn drew her earliest breath,
As trees bowed down to her on high,
And waves pavaned to her beneath,
Watching the sea-birds' wild, wild cry,
An arrow from the green earth's bow,
A silver blade on crimson sky,
Shot by whose arm no one might know;
Watching the sun draw jewelled fires
Deep in her eyes; watching the wind
That fled enticing through her hairs
Spun by the golden-distaffed hours.
She sighed, and gripped the seely night,
The black curtains northward rolled,
And earth unfolded to my sight,
As sail on sail of silk shot gold
Drew clear. And, at her sov'reign hand,

The world turned, whispered in its waking,
The buds smiled, seemed to understand
That death his loathed leave was taking.
And in the sun all nature's eyes
Winked in the dew that jewel-flashed,
And earth herself began to rise
To where the sun had cruel-gashed
Those early skies. While fearful dawn,
From the blind night and ardent day,
That had the sluggard nature torn
From slumber, fled to far away
Cool hills from daylight's deeper wrath,
From the full sun's loud chariot path.
Soon, from the sky's volcano, hails
Of summer's ashes rent the roads,
And all the dusty, scurf-like scales
Of summer fell like parching goads
Upon the soil; from socket swart
In copper skies, the unlovely sun
Dragged his harsh diamond deep athwart
Earth's window-pane; its sulph'rous run
Scored the soft mould in those harsh coals
Whereof itself is cast; in molten heat,
Noon to noon between two torrid poles
The land lay numb beneath an ocean
Of great mist; over the country's shield
Square flags of pasture moved in motion
Slow, the quarterings of every field
(Of honey-brown, leaf-green and gold)
Shone faint through mirages of mist;
Rich furrows lay like pale, cold
Deserts, that the night-air never kissed.
To nowhere through the hedge, a track
From nowhere ran, a mirror-flash
Through dusty leaves; burnt black
In far oases, trails of ash,
Over the flat unbreathing plains,
Idle waters sought the stream
Of sea, through many mazing lanes,
And poplar-boarded rhines; a team
Chose gratefully the slightest shade,
And listened to hedge-spiders chase
The leaves, far cuckoo-calls that made
The world seem smaller; nothing raced
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Its hurried way across the soil,
And all drank breath's long cooling wine
Before the plough resumed her toil ;
Only, all listeners heard the fine
Clear clarions of bells, sailing,
Old argosies of many past
And passing summers, softly falling;
Little lichened tow'rs slow cast
Sand on their drowsy eyes; and flowers
CupS of honey, kissed their feet,
Blown by an angel's breath; show'rs
Of white blossoms falling sweet
Upon the grass; follow, follow
Dancing cadences of petals
Through that silver air; hollow
Dead towns lie deep in stones, metals
And waxen flowers, but ever here
The apple blossom leaves a pall,
Autumn's rust orchids, sere
Brown leaves are spread to fall
In wreaths of glory on the land,
The mourning of an unknown hand;
Dead towns fall quickly in a tomb,
A common tomb, the street, buried
By noise, swept by the broom
Of high explosive; thus they're ferried
Across Styx. But earth, the good earth,
Immortal earth for which men die,
Long lean men that know its worth,
And love that brown sightless eye
That greets each season--earth dies not.
All that proud England needs of arms
Is blazoned there, the country's charms
Are towns' gonfalons, yet high fools
Deem" parties," " pride," a trite" prestige"
A nobler more sword-worthy liege
Than merest colours every tide,
Of bloom and blossom; the hedge-side
Star-flowers; those few homes
Thatched by so many; browning loams
Of soil; all the little voices
Of the flowers and birds; their choices
Made by peace, shattered by war-
That seemed to say, " No more, no more,
We must remain alive for ever."

To them I listened low, I
That appeared to sit an isle
Of long shores in a summer sea,
Whose much-hued breakers seemed to pile
Like the sea's self, on my green shore;

Surrounded thus it raised its walls
Like tall slow-stirring palms breast
Unknown bastions to him who calls
Through unknown oceans; its proud crest,
A fortress garrisoned by stars,
Stood 'gainst the elements' harsh sword,
Of time inviolate, of space unawed,
Of past still pregnant, for the past
Dwells in the present; human eyes

That saw once, being fast
Imprisoned to their mortal ways,
Waiting their hour; they never play
Save sunbound on a sacred hill,
In pools of shadow on the hay
Scented with evening, or they fill
The moon-lit stairs with tiny prints,
Or wander startled through the flowers,
Hiding in petals, all the tints
Of morning thralled to other powers;
You dare not touch-there's nothing there;
You dare not speak-sometimes a voice,
Or faery pipe, breathes old chords rare
To hear, but your's is not the choice.
So as Avilion lay thus asleep,
Old men strode silently her sides,
Forgotten men with none to weep;
Here a pale figure stealthy glides
Across the brow, that only late
Sunbeams had walked. Here a dead face
Comes from the strongest gate
Of hell, from some outlandish place,
From nowhere, through the apple-groves,
Through the white valley clear below.
And guiding them there dimly roves
A line of watch-fires, and the glow
Of distant beacons; far-off fugitives
Amaze the darkness; many more,
Monarchs of once puissant pride,
Now slaves, would all implore
'Vith sightless eyes my human aid,
And their thin voices faintly raised
A spectral chorus, they came near
And whispered old tales long erased
From time, in my surprised ear.

But I could hear a nobler song,
Transcending their pale atmosphere,
It rose upon the height, that long
Last symphony of nature.
For all the world sang an anthem
That's never finished, a hymn
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That banished the wise and the old

Who had known so much and told
Me of so many tales. The height
Was surrounded with music, sight
Was blinded with nature's choirs,
Singing from evening's growing spires,
Throwing last praises to the dome
Of heaven before darkness came.
Time hath not seen cathedrals square
And leaping as those high spring trees,
Church hardly heard a service rare
As this. If some hand freeze
Pine pillars into stone; leaves
Into tracery; arches from boughs;
Green tops into a tower that cleaves
Each tidal sky; the wind that soughs
Into an organ of eternal reeds,
Heard in the deep vault of all woods;
White choristers that men call weeds,
I daisies; many-coloured hoods
Crowding the wide earth's verdant naves
To glorify day's closing staves,
Into the singers-he'd hear the song
I heard; the words that still unsung,
The last peal unloosed, that long
Rolled thund'rous chant that rung
From every steeple of the singing land;
Maybe in some high church he'd understand,
Where pillars grow in lofty halls
Like frozen music, how the song falls
Upon each night, and why I cried

" 0 sing! And all your bells ring wide,
Carillons of your crystal spires !
o ring your petalled peals beside !
o cry your lowly, lowly choirs,
You ancient, sighing, sobbing flow'rs,
You strange, immortal, painted flow'rs.
And trees lend them your roofless aisles
To take their song and lift it high,
Let their unfoundered, handless chimes
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Ring from the belfry of the sky,

Pour from the steeples of the hills,
Let such a nature's curfew sound,
That its undying ringing fills
The world; where never such was found
Of man."

o life, give up its sparkling eyes,
And words their lilting voice!
o sight surrender sweet surprise!
And all the breaths that I rejoice
In, fail me if I that forget;
Let fall the cup of those few hours,
The draught of long delight,
That evening's few faint-scented flowers,
The voices in that singing night.
For all the people that I see,
Always remember me of you,
Loved peoples of our cold clay free
So far apart, so faint, so few,
And yet so many; all the hills,
That ever lonely I shall tread,
Recall one peerless spire that fills
My mind, and weaves my head
With fancies; there's no star
But seeing it, I see when you,
Orion, strode the darkness far
Above my throne, till through
The other side of night you fell
Headlong to day; nor any night
Comes to my window, but its knell
Is still those faint quarters late
On that holy place, still the song,
Which knowing once can ne'er unknown
Greet human ears. For just as long
As day pulls shadows round the stone
Sun-dial of time, while the vast
Arch of heav'n spans earth's river,
All nature will return her last
Eternal harmonies unto life's Giver.

" THE LAST LAP."

" Away went Gilpin, and away
Went post-boy at his heels,

The post-boy's horse right glad . .. "
HIe aufertur equo: necnon puer acrius instat,

Cuius equus tardis gaudet egere rotis.
Sex equites rem forte vident, mizantur et omnes

Accelerare ducem, dum premat usque puer.
Nonne nefas patuit? Mentem clamore fatentur,

Vulgus et in profugum voce manuque cient.
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Protinus ' En, Latro ' resonat, fit' Corripe ' clamor :
Voces tot referunt, nec silet una, fugam.

Mens eadem cunctos, seu tunc, seu serius, urget
Per-que viam nullus, quin sequeretur, erat.

Jam citius cedunt portae: contendere cursu
Quisque viae custos credit, ut ante, ducem.

Credere nec dubito. Si sic effugit in urbem,
Ante alios metam se tetigisse probat.

Quin fuit iIle tenax; illum constabat in ipso,
Qua conscendisset, desiluisse loco.

Vivat Rex igitur, vivat dux ipse. Sed olim
Conspiciam similem tendit ut ille viam !

It TUSITALA. H
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---- LET THEM SEE."

Isn't it beautiful? How many times, God wot,
Have you said that
And turned aside and straightaway forgot
The beauty you exclaimed at ?

Look well, it will not last for long
Before it goes.
That blackbird may not sing his song
Another time upon the rose.

Beauty's boundless stream has flowed for aye
Nor ever stops.
You may no more than sip 'ere you must die;
Guard well those precious drops.

Two HERONS.

In icicles of moonlight two herons came
Gliding down the deep glacier of the sky,
And the stars stood by in exclaim,
At the herons' cry.

They came past where the moon hung
Out of window like an inn-sign,
And there were the strangest songs they sung
Answering mine.

, vVe come from the doors of heaven,
From the wide world's farthest walls,
vVhere the boundless water of oceans seven
Over the brink of eternity falls.

Where the night's dark field is peopled with stars
And the moon like a lantern hangs
Over the loneliest ocean's bars.'
Of such were their songs.

And I leaned out and begged them stay,
But they cried and went their way,
Like shafts of silver gossamer blow
From the brambles at break of day.

C.-.LlBAN.

ANTON.
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BIRDS.

FOR some years now there has been a School I'ird Society. Perhaps not a Society in the true
sense of the word, but at least a number of boys interested in birds who have gone to Mr. Yeates
for help, advice and instruction. This does not really make a School Society, but whether there
is one or not a house Society is, I think, very necessary. Junior members of the School are
usually somewhat shy of pushing themselves forward and asking for advice and the only way to
discover and assist all who are interested in birds is through a House Bird Society. Moreover,
for anyone who is interested in the subject, the study of birds provides a far better occupation
for those who are not playing cricket than mere bicycling; and no one can be interested in it
until introduced to it.

In the hope that it may be of some help to people there is one thing in particular which the
Bird Society in my own House has brought to light. And that is the very great, indeed, almost
entire, lack of knowledge about bird song. Far the easiest way of finding a great number of birds
is to listen for the cock of the species singing. Many of the more powerful singers can be heard,
on a still day, from a very considerable distance, perhaps half-a-mile or more. It is always a
good thing before searching an unknown piece of land to listen for a few minutes for any singing,
and if there is no sound at all it is probably a waste of time to search. Conversely, if something
unusual is heard the watcher will be careful not to overlook it. Even when nothing more nor
less than was expected is heard, the time has still not been wasted, for the listener has a line on
whatever bird he has heard. And knowing the song often saves a great deal of time and trouble
in identification and leads to quick recognition where it might, by eye alone, be impossible.

By song, I mean song in the widest sense. That is to say, not merely the beautiful notes of
the blackbird and that astounding volume of sound produced by the wren, but every character
istic cry or noise that birds may produce. These single cries are, if the birds can be found, com
paratively easy toleam,but considerable difficulty arises when one comes to the more complicated
forms of song. The best method of learning them is, I think to do so with the aid of the gramo
phone records by Nicholson & Koch. There are two series of these,· five records in all, and they
reproduce very well the songs and cries of a large number of the commoner birds. All of this
obviously applies only in the song season, but since this includes the nesting time and the great
part of the spring and summer, it is by far the most important period of the year. D.C.B.

IN A NAZI LABOUR CAMP.
by

Peter Perrins (c., 1934-36).
On a particularly damp afternoon an official from the propaganda ministry called for me and, my
friend at our hotel in Cologne, and escorted us to the high-powered car which was to take
us the thirty odd miles to the Labour camp at Dhun.

On our arrival we were met by the camp commandant and the Arbeitsfuhrer, or area inspector
of camps, and were saluted by the sentry armed with a spade, which is the symbol of the German
labour service.

With the aid of my indifferent German and our guide's scanty knowledge of English, I
struggled through the usual social exchanges. This was my first visit to a German camp but
both the Arbeitsfuhrer and the propaganda official had been interned in England during the war.

To my surprise I was allowed to take photographs, but owing to the inclement weather full
advantage of this privilege could not be taken.

The camp commandant was anxious to display the efficiency of his men, not only to us, but
also to the Arbeitsfuhrer, and instructed the leader of the guard to put his men through their
paces.

The guard comprised three men and the leader. They were dressed in the rough khaki
uniform of the Labour service and wore the inevitable field boots. Their sole weapons were
spades, which they handled very efficiently. Spade drill differs from rifle drill in that the spade
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has to be reversed when sloping arms. Thus the blade is on the ground in the attention position,
but the spade is held by the handle when at the slope.

Our first visit was to the cook-house, which had all the latest equipment, including a refri
gerator. As we entered the men dropped whatever they were doing and sprang to attention,
a feature to which we soon became accustomed. Everything was spick and span. In the larder
we saw provisions sufficient for three days, arranged with customary tidiness. All the men in
the camp have to do their turn in the cook-house, for there are no servants or outside helpers
at all.

The camp is composed of a number of wooden huts arranged around a large quadrangle.
The cook-house was in the first of these near the gate. 'vVe then went into the next hut, which
was the dining and general recreation room. This was simply furnished with wooden chairs and
tables, the only decoration being a large carving, the work of some of the men.

At meal times the officers and men eat the same food, which is both plentiful and wholesome.
We were to sample some of it at tea. Large slices of cheese and sausage on great hunks of bread
are filling, although difficult to eat delicately.

During the winter months the camp is not at full strength and thus the first sleeping room
that we entered was in the process of re-decoration. One of the men nearly dropped the pot
of glue paint he was holding in his eagerness to spring to attention.

Passing over to the other side of the quadrangle we came to the shower bath-room, which
was also painted light blue. The German evidently places cleanliness before Godliness, because,
although we saw no Chapel, there was no doubt as to the efficiency of the shower baths, which
were always connected to a plentiful supply of hot water.

Then we were shown into two more sleeping rooms, which were occupied at the time, owing
to the fact that it was the after dinner rest hour. The beds are arranged in tiers of two and their
mattresses are of straw, which felt as though it had a little iron in it. Each man has an upright
steel locker, in which he has to keep all his kit and personal belongings, and for the tidiness of
which he is held responsible to the leader of the room, who is a man who has already served his
six months and has chosen to remain on in the labour service.

On being questioned several of the men claimed that the camp life had caused them to gain
as much as fifteen or twenty pounds in weight.

From the sleeping quarters we went on to what might be described as the" Headquarters
Wing" of the camp, where were situated the commandant's office, the sick bay and the canteen,
at which in the summer the men may spend their daily wage of 25 pfennigs, or about 3d. To
prevent any distinctions of class arising any moneys sent from home are paid into a common fund.

The sick bay is more comfortably fitted up than the rest of the camp and its one occupant
greeted us with a feeble" Heil Hitler."

The rest hour had by this time come to an end and we went outside to watch a squad drilling.
The men looked a strange sight. dressed in their black boots, khaki breeches, dirty white jackets
and forage caps; but they threw their spades about with a snap that would have delighted a
sergeant-major.

Then followed organised community singing and the squad treated us to spirited and
harmonious versions of the various marching songs that are the staple music of the modern
German.

Every young man in Germany has to serve six months in one of these camps, whatever his
station in life. Those who work on the land, however, usually serve the winter session so that
they are at home for the harvest.

From these camps is continually emerging a stream of young men, who, although they are
not necessarily super men, are yet fully developed physically. Their bodies have been given
every chance.

Whilst in camp they have to work eight hours a day and their labour is employed on jobs
that would otherwise remain undone because they would be unprofitable from a commercial
<tandpoint.

My friend and I looked at ourselves and then at the German lads. 'vVe left that camp pro-

foundly impressed and not a little alarmed.
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THE PLACE OF JAZZ.

THE reason why more enlightened people can and do get incalculable benefit and pleasure from
the Classics can be attributed to the fact that they are capable of appreciating the inspired
technique of those works. Technique is of vital importance in all Art; the belief that it is the
subject of a painting that is the real attraction is the observation of an unintelligent or lazy
mind, for it is certain that however beautiful a subject may be, the pi:ture that incorporates it
can never stand the test of time unless the technique of the painter is sound and inspired; in
fact, it is the masterly treatment of the artist that makes a picture fine in the first place, and
not the mere fact that the landscape or subject depicted is a beautiful one. So with great music,
it is the technique of the composer and the form he gives to his work that makes a masterpiece.

Musical Form has only been evolved after tremendous labour, and it is hardly surprising
that it should have reached a highly developed state to-day, for the great composers of the
Classical Period (Bach-Beethoven) gave it their unremitting attention (and it is noteworthy
that the greatest Symphony writer-Beethoven-was also the greatest Master of Form). The
Form and technique of great Music, however, cannot be widely appreciated without a sound
musical education, and it is the lack of such an education that has made Jazz possible.

Jazz has been prepared for the benefit of those who are too weak-minded, or too unintelligent,
to try and educate themselves in Classical music. It is not the inspiration of the moment, but
rather is it a carefully manufactured and highly potent drug. Syncopation, a device of great
maturity, has-to quote Dr. Scholes-" become the meat instead of the sauce," so that instead
of affording an animating contrast in the music it has the effect of giving it a restless rhythmic
quality that appeals to the dance instinct. Sir Hubert Parry gave a wonderfully neat description
when he wrote that the fascination of some of the modern dance tunes" is derived from a dis
tinctly cantabile treatment of the tune, which appeals to the dance instinct through the
languorous, sensuous and self-indulgent side of people's natures." I doubt whether anyone
sentence could quite give a more telling or composite picture of Jazz than that.

There can be no doubt that by its lack of real Form, as by its general treatment, Jazz is
wholly incapable of giving any intellectual pleasure, and is, therefore, in no proper sense of the
word, instructive. As such it is entitled to no place other than the ballroom, where its qualities
are not so out of place, and whither people go not to think but to dance. It should in fact be
entirely restricted to the ballroom. If people want to listen to music, let them listen to the
Classics which can give them everything music is yet capable of, whether it be furious passion
or serene emotion; but let such people realise that real music must have all the concentration
their minds are capable of before they can appreciate it at all fully, and let them realise, too,
that it is impossible to understand it if at the same time they are engaged in any other occupation
than listening. Such people usually find it far more practical to absorb Jazz than listen to
Classical music in the circumstances, for all they want is a background of rhythmic noise (V.A.,
not LA., you see I), and this flatters neither Jazz nor themselves, but is rather an acknowledgment
of the excellent quality of Classical music.

In conclusion, I should like to say two things. Firstly, Jazz will never fade into oblivion
until a comprehensive educational system is undertaken for music as well as all other Art. If I
do belie what I have been taught in Room 15, I am only reiterating what Plato claimed so long
ago, that if such a task is undertaken this world will inevitably give a more noble impression
than does our state of modern machiavellianism. Secondly, crooners simply must be prohibited
by universal agreement. There are few more degrading performances than a crooner "in full
swing," and with the disappearance of crooners we hope to see Jazz abandon its grosser form of
sentimental slop.. When this is accomplished it will be a little less potent and evil a drug than
it is at the moment.

N.B.-In this article I use the term" Classical" to cover all that class of music that needs
to be listened to with attention. The antithesis, in this case is " Popular Music," and mere
musical sentimentality.

In the stricter sense of the word, "Classical" distinguishes the music of Bach, and the
Haydn-Mozart period. Beethoven and Schubert here stand with one foot in the Classical Period,
and one in the ensuing Romantic Period. H.T.F.
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